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is is the 1st section of 
the handbook on low cost 
printing for development. 
There SZ.8 4 separate 
88ction8* 

The 2nd section on do-it- 
yourself printing covers: 
bPock printing 
stencil duplicating 
soreen printing 
hecto jelly pads 
spirit duplicating 

and photo copying 

The 3rd section is on using 
a printer and covers: 
dealing with a printer 
colour 
imposition 
offset litho printing 
letterpress printing 

and words 

The 4th section is on setting 
up your own printshop and 
covers: 
Having your own printshop 
setting one up 
what you will need 
running a printshop 
projeees 
further information on 
books and organisations 

paper 
asld how you can m,@ke a 5th 
section yourself. 
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I 
Lou @oat pxzmAng is 
easy to do. It is done 
by using simple mid 
appropriate printing 
methods. 
You can US8 these methods 
yourself. Do-it-yourself 
printing saves the 
expense of going to a 
commercial print8rS, 

Producing only a few copies is 
possible with these processes0 
This reduces the overall cost. 
And makes possible local small 
scale publishing. 

The cost can be kept down even for 
the printing processes that have to 
be done by a printer. Knowing what 
is involved and doing as much as 
possible yourself can save money 
and overcome problems. 

Low cost printing can be used to 
print pictures as easily as words. 
It can be used to print on fabric 
a3 well as on paper. It is 
possible to make your publication 
look good even if it is to be 
printed cheaply. 

Low cost printing methods are 
usually easier to use, mentain and 
get the maferials locally. 

Printing can be organisad so that 
lots of people can use it in a 
self help way. Printshops or 
resource centres can be established 
to serve particular areas or 
organisations. Wken printing 
becomes accessible to lots of 
people they create publications 
that are very different to what is 
normslly published. All kinds of 
groups can afford to publish 
their views. People who would 
never have thought of.it can 
publish once they have sccess 
to a printshop. They gain the 
freedom of the press, though 
they may have to get their hands 
inky in the process. 

Printing is changing. These 
changes are now affecting the 
Third World. It is important 
to select tke useful techniques 
from both the traditional and 
the new methods. So that printing 
can be appropriate for the 
conditions in the Third World and 
make printing as accessible 'as 
possible. 

Printing can therefore contribute 
to tke spread of literacy and tke 
democratic development of the 
country. 

Local publishing,made possible 
with low cost printing,can be 
useful in lots of ways. i't can 
use the local dialect or 
language with illustrations that 
the local readership can 
understand and relate to. 

Local publishing can be used to get 
through to rural people. This will 
be useful for lots of organisations 
involved in health, education and 
devslopent. But kopefully it will 
be taken up by anyone involved and 
active in giving d voice to the poor. 

Local craftsmen can use these 
methods of printing. The whole 
process can be controlled 
locally. The gap between the 
designer,printer, writer and 
the reader can be reduced. They 
can all be part of the same 
community. 

A decentralised and appropriate 
form of communication can be 
created. 1 
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encourages dependency 
and loss of freedom. 

encourages independence, 
self-reliance and equality, 
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art of the background of this work 
omes from the criticisms and 
ailures of importing into the Thirri 
orld the latest western technology. 
his involves a constant dependence 
n the West and an importation of the 
ocial relations that go with this 
spital intensive technology. 

We hope that the information in 
this book is used to create 
different technology, different 
social relationships and jobs. 
This could be done through self 
help parts of larger projects or 
as independent small scale industry 
organised as co-operatives. But the 
main purpose is to help the 
production of educational material, 
although both jobs end learning can 
be created together. 

The importance of involving people 
in thafr own educatjon and 
development is GbviOUb when 
considering learning materials. 
LocalPy produced health education 
material should use the language 
and visual forms people understand 
and relate to. They are far more 
successful than the more usual 
centrally produced materisl. 

bccess to communications media is R 
lpay fqr people to become involved 
and influential. They can have a 
say in the development of both 
their own cultural and economic 
life. 

Low cost and accessible print has 
helped the crsation of a new sort 
of press in the West. Community 
newspapers, local publishing 
projects, community resource 
csntres and presses have been 
created which use some of the 
methods described here. Some of 
the<r experience is relevant to the 
the Third World. The conditions 
may be very different but some 
of the needs are similiar. 

Community newspapers are produca3 
for small areas of cities and some 
parts of the countryside Fn Britain. 
Stin!e have come and gone, some just 
meet a limited need while others 
have been going for ysars. 
have er tiny circulation,un 
Almost all of them are pro 
amateurs who have something do say. 
Community presses --d reraour~s 
centres have been set up to meet 
this need. They have raised the 
possibility of small scale publish 
to lots of groups. These groups would 
never think of publishing or cpq2l.d 
never afford it without the worh of 
a community press or resource centre. 

Publishing projects have developed, 
publishing booklets of peoples' 
autobiographies, local histories, 
poetry and stories. All are wriften 
by local people and are therefore 
relevant to the area in which the 
project works. 

Phrld Exclusive-the’hard times’intmviews Anne anl: 
lizabeth and Philp! oops.Phi 
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Printing and publishing may not be 
the whole solution to any 
communication problem. Sometimes 
they are resorted to as they are 
obvious and fairly easy to do. 
Printing a poster or new&Letter 
fcr example may be useful as part 
of the campaign but should not be 
confused with the campaign itself, 
It should be part of an overall 
plan. 
Examine if you really need to print 
anything at all: 
are there alternatives ? 

what are the aims of publishing? 

who is it for and will they read it? 

and how are they going to get the 
publication ? 

interpersonal communication 
Some alternatives mw include Setter 
interpersonal communication. Try 
organising a @communication tree* 
where each person is delegated to 
tell three people who will tell 
three others etc. 
a wall newspaper 
This can be a wsl'l stratenicaUs 
placed with hand drawn arsicles; 
headlines and illus rations. Photos 
can be taken or jus t cut out of 
magaeines to illustrate the articles 
It can be changed every week and 
involves no printing at all. 
wall paintings 
hrge wall paintings, with. slogans 
md pictures can be very effective. 
They may be cheaper and easier to do 
than getting something printed. A 
good site where lots of people pass 
by is very effective for reaching 
a large audience. 

Traditional forms 
Traditional forms of communication 
should also not be ignored, Story 
telling,puppetry, drama, music and 
song are all effective communication. 
Also the occasions in which these 

4 occur - Feativals,faire efc are a ver; good oonfext for exhibitions or even 
to distribute a magazine. 



The first step in any mting and 
publishing project is to plan well. 
It will involve the co-ordination of 
the work and effort of many people. 

lost publishing involves a group 
effort. If the group is motivated and 
involved in the planning it can work 
well together. 

The aims of'publishing have to be 
established. And the'question of who 
the publication is really for must be 
investigated. The information about 
your readership (which may be obvious: 
has to be gathered. Find out about 
their interests,culture,level of 
literacy and the sort of publications 
they are used to. It should influence 
the writing and all the decisions 
about format, design and therefore 
printing. Testing your material and 
especially the illustrations may be 
useful to mske sure they are 
understood correctly. 

distribution 
you should consider distribution ear% 
in your planning. Important points to- 
onsider are: 

9 

The number of potential reader3 
How you can get your publication 
to them. 
Whether to sell it or give it awaya 
ese points may directly affect how 

the publication is to be designed and 
printed. For example if it in to be 
sold it may well need a large 
attractive cover* And if it im to be 
posted it msy need to be printed on 
light paper to save postage. 

cost 
When you are working out the overall 
cost of the publication you must 
include the cost of transport,postage 
the telephone etc as well as the cost 
of the printing and distribution. 

It will not cost much more to print 
a larger than a smaller number of 

Consider therefore the cost 
gr&, the unit price, for various 
lengths of print run. You can then 
fix the selling price Commercial 
publishers of ten multiply their 

printing~costs by 5 to et their 
cover price. If your pu lication fi is 
to be free, you can work our the sum 
Of money which you will have to raise. 

olved in planning 
will give you the outline3 of the - 
design and format. To help these 
di3cus3ion3 as a group, look at 
similar sorts of publications. Look 
at the ones you like or think your 
readership likes. These examplea 
may give you idea3 about what you 
Wad or do not want in terms of 
design and print. It will involve 
discussion of what sort of *look* 
and images will be required. This will 
help you consider what sort of 
printing method tc use* 

In planning you may have to consider 
what your group can do for itself:- 
work out who csn do the typin 
illustrations, artwork, layou f 

,do;ig 

what will have to be done for 
Also consider what access you h 

OU. 
ave 

to printing that you can do yourself 
And is it really what you need for 
your particular sort of publication ? 

If you are having it printed for you 
commercially you will have to find a 
suitable printer to print it. See on 
for the pages on choosing a print 
method and using a printer. 



Choose the correct 
method for printing 
the particular sort 
of publication you 
want. This is the 
main way of keeping 

Important pointe to oonsider are: 
1 the number of copies you need - the 'run@ 
2 the sizs an& format of the publication 
3 the sort of images needed - photos 
typesetting, colour etc 

4 timing - bow long will it take to produce? 
produce? - when do you need it? 

5 Access - have you access to print 
equipment? Can you do it yourself? 
Or are you going to have it done for 
YOU? 

costs down. 

fl%-h~ 
6 ;;rhl 

tinage 
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t can you afford? 
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h/ Frinting and t e deei@ of that 
print- needs time tid thought, 
Time may be spent writing the 
pamphlet, 
the 

but the idea of supervising 
printing or even doing it 

themmAves irs alien to many non- 
commercial publishers. This may be 
one of the masons they have badly 
produced publications that cost more 
than they need to. Often you can 
produce well designed and well 
printed publications cheaply. You can 
even use the same methods that are 
used to produce the normal low 
quality publications. 

You can print pictures, diagrams, 
symbols etc as easily as words. 
Printing is a visual a8 well as a 
Literary form. And picture8 often get 
over some information more effective13 
than words. 

There is a whole range of graphic 
techniques which are a way of getting 
over information visually. These 
should not be ignored, and they are 
not difficult to use. 

D@&ign therefore is something that 
needs time, thought and imaginative 
effort. It is not something that only 
professionals can do. There is no 
aronopoly of expertise. NOor is there 
a 'correct* way to design. There is 
only what works, and that is what 
communicates best to the people you 
want to reach. The likelihood is that 
you will be closer end know more aboui 
your readers then any professional 
designer. 
One of the main difficulties of 
ct&zaliaed publf.shi.ng ie that the 
producers of those publications uome 
iron a different background tBur 
their readership. In fact eauh group 
involved, the writer, desieer, 
editom..and printore probably are 
ako divided by Background and their 
prem8nt role from each other. 

Localised, low coat printing can 
avoid this altogether. 

What is needed is to extract what is 
useful from conventional design 

I 

practios and to do it yourself. 

As in planning it is good to involve 
your group in decision making about 
design. Contributions at this stage 
can be as effective as contribu'4ng 
writing. People learn and gain 
confidevce by controlling the 
production process as well as having 
their writing published. Their 
contribution in doing a drawing or a 
headline will shawl 

To achieve this involvement, make a 
troughs (see on) which can be big 
enough to discuss as a group- 
-amine other publications 8imila.r 
to your own. Think about and discuss 
the design techniques used, which 
do you like ? What looks attractive 
and what communicates the message 
effectively? 

I&h print method has limitations and 
capabilities that the designers have 
to take into account. Therefore it is 
necessary to find out about each 
method before you commit yourself to 
a design. Stencil duplicating, for 
example, cannot 
areas of ink. Th s is avoided by B 

rint large solid 

making the headlines in out line. 
(see choosing a method and each 
section on the methods) 

A 



lU.t&spe&Kl.e find it hard to start 
thinking visuslly. They have been 
educated to think in words. Here 
are some approaches (ideas) to the 
proh'lem of design which may help 
you starts 

Design is a process of turning ideas 
words etc into a visual and physical 
thing. It is therefore important to 
think in visual terms. Try Qnagining 
the tiole page of your publication 
as a picture. Produce a rough drawing 
of sn ideal page. Hark headlines with 
big squiggles, and text as thin lines 
Illustrations can be indicated with 
outlines and rough shading. This 
should give you an impression of the 
PW. 
Try then to turn at least one 
important idea in the text into a 
P.-&are, diagram or other sort of 
illustration..Do not worry if you 
have not got any at hand. Imagine 
what would be ideal and once the 
idea is worked out you can then decidl 
how to put it into practice. 

An idea for the overs31 design may 
develop from these exercises. 

Design is about creative solutions to 
problem of communication. Try and 
think of 3 to 5 completely different 
ways of designing your publication. 

I Try out all kinds of ideas. men those 
that seem silly or simplistic may 
work on paper. Mske quick sketches 
(roughs) and compare them. Choose the 
the best or make a design based on 
the best parts. Thinking simply can 
often be the beet way to solve the 

8 

problem. 
because 

l&my designs do not work 

Choose 
they have too many ideas. 
the gne idea that reslly works. 



Design is also about communicating 
definite information. Try and analysl 
that information carefully. Work out 
what is reslly important in the 
information;what it really mesms; 
who is it for; and in what situation 
it is to be read; what is the most 
appropriate form for that 
information. 
Number the information in the order 
of importance. Put the most importan 
in the largest size of lettering. 
AM you have one design: 

There are lots of other ways of 

in colour 
underlined 
inC=S 
in&&& 

have space round it 
or be aligned differently. 

A picture may underline or emphasise 
a particular point best of e31. 

Sometimes people have a clear idea 
of what kind of publication they 
want. This may be different from 
what the readers expect. 

A rigid format may in fact be 
unsuitable for your publication and 
the readers. But it can be a startine 
point. Choose a well designed model 
that fits what you want. Study the 
layout and design. You could even USC 
the same grid for your own 
publication 



Your readership may be familiar 
with some form of popular visual 
culture. You may be able to use 
this successfully. Obviously a 
familiar form is f3r more acceptable 
and understandable to people who are 
not used to reading a large variety 
of material. 

Cartoon conventiona have been used 
to convey quite serious information. 
With a imaginative approach most 
popular and traditional forms .can bs 
revitalised. They can be incorporated 
to. convey what ever inforaiaf'ion you 
want to get over. 

One ap&oach is to produce an 
oideogrsm*,*symbolV or 'pictogram'for 
a campaign, organisation or for a 
particular publication. 

&*~o$e~jt~st~ew Of 
msaning visually as well as still 
being able to be read as a word. 

A lo 
a= 

is a simple ideogram that is 
use commercially. This is often a 
brsnd nsme which is printed in a 
particular style and becomes 
associated vith the product. 'Coca 
Cola' or *Kwality' are always printed 
in the ssme style and suggests 
visually the product. 

A symbol can.be used in the s-8 way 
as a logo. If it is well thought out 
it should be able to be understood 
visually by people who find words 
difficult to read. 
To establish a symbol as a logo it 
has to be used alot. Use it on 
everything you print or publish. 
To work it has to become associated 
with the publication or the group. 

10 
Fii&rsm; are simple symbols or 1 

es hat can be easily identified 
and understood. Good piotogrsms may 
have more impact than wopds. 

I 

6 



As an exercise, write a list of simpl 
words and then try to draw them out 
as ideograms,symbols or pictograms. 
Show them to people not involved in 
the exercise and see if they can put 
a word to your drawings and read them 
quickly. 

There are few definite rules that 
make print more legible. 

Basically almost anything can be 
understood if the reader is keen to 
find out. Rut clear design csn help 
reading by not getting in the way 
of the reader. Perha e it should 
not even be noticea b! e. 

Length of line can affect reading. 
If it is too long it is difficult to 
find your way back to the start of 
the next line. If it is too short 
it may be unclear and difficult to 
type or set. Between 5 and 10 words 
a line is usually about right. 

People often scan a whole line when 
reading. So with Roman scripts it is 
slightly quicker-to read lower case 
letters than a line of CR ital 
letters. 

Making each line the came length, 
called Vjustifyingt has no advantage 
for legibility. Though breaking wor- 
ds in the middle for short lines may 
be confusing especially if it is 
done in the wrong place. 

Pictures can be made more legible by 
removing unnecessary detail. The 
backgrounds of photos csn often be 
quite unneccesssry and confusing. 
SOmetimeS good clear drawing may be 
as useful as photos. 

y bylVDSt~d WiCEF. 



Do not presume that the words and 
images that you like and understand 
will be the ssme for your readership. 

People who are not familiar with 
reading may interpret both words 
and images quite differently than 
the artist or writer intended. 

So before you go to print, test both 
the text, images and the final 
combination on a sample readership. 

Test for comprehension and 
associations. In one area for 
example people may drink 
water with their hands and associate 
a picture of someone drinking from 
a cup with drinking tea. Make your 
illustrations as culturally relevant 
as possible. 

Perhaps you may be able to test two 
styles of illustration or design 
and see which one people prefer/ 
understand and re1at.e to. Or how 
quickly they read each one. 

rl 

Flone of the villagers- who were asked 
about these drawings could see any 
connection between them. Some could 
see there was a dog, a crow and a ma 
eating in one drawing, but no one 
assumed they had anything to do with 
each other. 
No one recognised the flies. Some 

12 

villagers said they could see 
butterflies. B@nifying,aasses 
SF8 not generally found in villages 

This picture w&T 6esigned to 
encourage people a) not to defecate 
in rivers and b) not to drink 
polluted water. Interviewers reported 
that it was not successful, and that 
some villagers had commented that one 
man appears to be standing on top of 
another one. The villagers did not 
appear to take any notice of the 
mrows in the picture. 

so the process of enlarging the, 
fly was not*understood. 

The idea of the flies moving from one 
lace 
P 

(the garbage pile) to another 
the food) was not understood. The 
sick man was not recognised as such. 
Some villagers said said he was 
sitting on a chair or on a table 
(most villagers sleep on mats on the 
floor rather than on a bed).. 



Bach printing method require8 a 
different form of finishod delriepi 

Photo@aphic processes require an 
exact origiaal (called the .?;:I 
whioh is photographically cop e 
-for letterprees printing it is 
copied onto a block. 

-for offsst litho printing it ie 
copied onto a platb 

-for soreen printing it is oopied 
onto a stencil. 

tfor photo copying it ia copied 
strdght onto the paper. 

With Direct processes the design 
can either be typed, drawn, cut 
or painted directly onto - 
- a stencil for stencil du licating 

or scrmem prin g ing, 
-the Bcreen w$th filler paint. 

for screen printing. 
-the plate for offeet litho 

or the master for spirit 
duplicating, 

Letterpress printing requires a 
skilled compositor to assemble all' 
the elements of the design,in 
metal relief type and blocks. !Phey 
usually follow their own design but 
can follow a layout if it's provided 
by the customer 01‘ a designer. This 
is a drawing and instructions 
showing where to put the type, 
headlines, borders and pictures on 
the page. 
Once the design as a whole has been 
worked out it oan be put into 
pmcticcr. How this ie done will 
obviouely depend on whioh method 
of printing you are tieing. The 
fOll.owlng informationwill be 
ueeful,though for quite a few 
methods. It may alrso make you 
this& abmt wing a different 
method and produoiag a better 
result. For exax&e though typin 
is ohaap and easy to do, typeset f 
oen fit far more worda per line 

ing 

and 80 save paper and printiag 
COata-if you are prin=bing a large 
number of copies. 

Bottles are difficult 
to clean. 

It is safer to 
cup-feed your 

child. 
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doe& not show up when 
copied. The text1 he 
be paseed up on the 
the right place, on 

with the margins) 
want. Drew up thy 
Show the margins,c 

registration marks. 
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Whatever process is used *roughs* 
ere useful to show you how the 
publication ie going to look. 

The first rough can be a small sketch 
mapping out the arrangement of the 
verioua elements. It will give you an 
idea of the visual form the publicati 
will take. Even a limited drawing, on 
paper will help you think about how 
your idea8 and worda will look on 
paper* 

The next stage, perhaps when you have 
the text written end pictures obtains 
ie to do a more finiehed rough. Thie 
should be the 8198118 size the final 
publication ia going to be. Indicate 
the text by parallel lines. mace 
the headlines and do an outline 
drawing for the illustrations. 

If your work is typeset a copy 
of the typesetting is given to 
you to check spelling and other 
mistakes - thie ie called a 
'proof'. You can use this to 
make an even more exact rough. 

If you move all the pieces of paper 
with the headlines, pi&urea and 
text around you can see what a 
variety of arrangement6 will look 
like. Then glue down the design 
you think best. This till indicate 
where you would like everything 
printed. 

on 
, 

I 

I 

I 
t 



Typewriters use the seme width space 
for each letter, so that the *mr is 
the same width as the *i*. This 
means that fewer letters fit onto a 
line than with typesetting which 
line than with typesetting which 

sets letters of varied width. 
The typewriter used should be in 
good repair and have cleaned out 
letters e not e. It is better if 
it is an electric typewriter with 
a carbon ribbon but a manual will do. 

Try typing in columns of between five 
and ten words per line. Leave enough 
space between columns so people do 
not read across the 2 columns instead 
of down them one at a time. 

Before typing directly onto a 
stencil or plate you need to do 
some designing end calculations. 
How many word8 will fit in to two 
columna? How much margin to leave 
efc? It may be safer to type a test 
column on paper to see how things 
will fit before you type onto the 
stencil or plate. 

To type for photographic processes, 
use a good white paper and make 
cure the tJrPe is as black as 
poseible. If you do not have an 
ele'ctric typewriter with a carbon 
ribbon you can use a manual one- 
Bu% use a new ribbon on it and bit 
the keys evenly end hard. You can 
use a new carbon paper placed on top 
of the paper face down, to get a 
strong black image. Then cut the 
typed column to the required length 
and glue it in place with the 
headlines and illustrations. 

16 

Corrections are easy to do when 
the typing is to be printed 
photographiaally. A new. correct line 
is typed and simply glued on top of 
the line with the mistake in it. 

With the photographic processes typing 
can be reduced to fit in more text. .It 
is not difficult to read if it is only 
reduced 20s. Or it can be enlarged-to 
make an introduction paragraph or cub 
heading. 
With the photographic proceeees typing 
can be reduced to.fit in more text.'It 
is not difficult to read if it is only 
reduced 20%. Or it can be enlarged-to 
make an introduction paragraph or aub- 
heading. 

With the photographic proceseee thing 
can be reduced to fit in more tsrt.'It 
ia not difficult to read if it in only 

reduced 20$. Or it can be enlarged to 
make an Introduction paragraph or cub 
heading. 

Or it can be eriLarged 
to m&e an introduction 
Paragraph or a sub- 
heading. 

Or it can be enlarged 
to make an introduction 
paragraph or a sub- 
h.eading. 

” 

To type for photographic processes, 
use a'good white paper and make 
sure the type is as black as 
possible. If you do not have an 
electric typewriter with 8 carbon 
ribbon you can use a manual one. 
But use a new ribbon on it and hit 
the keys evenly and hard. You can 
use a new carbon paper placed on top 
of the paper face down, to get a 
strong black image. Then cut the 
typed column to the required length 
and glue it in place with the 
headlines and illustrations. 



typesetting 
There ere various wsys of making 
text into printing letters -or type. 
But all follow the terms and 
measurements devised for letter- 
press type. 

All typesetting involves using 
letters of a varied width, the 
rmr being wider than the '*it.. This 
means more words fit on a line than 
with typing. In most typsetting 
you are able to get a variety of 
sizes and styles of type giving 
you a greater flexibility of design. 
design. Important words can be 
emphasised by putting them into 
&ld or .italics 

Type size is measured in points. The 
size is the distance frgm the top of 
the tallest letter to the bottom of 
the lowest, basically the size of 
the piece of metal that the letter 
is on. 

The main part of the letter, the *x9 
height can vary with the design of 
the particular type face. This may 
give the impression of the type being 
of different sizes even though the 
body size is the same. The type is 
therefore labelled as the same size. 

The space between lines is also 
measured in pointe and can be varied. 
It is called 'leading* pronounoed 
'ledding'. If you want the lines of 
tYPe squashed up you only need one 
poiait leading or if you have space 
you may have two or three points. It 
depends On the aizo of type you are 
using. The leading is usually referre 
to as though it were part of the body 
of the type. You would cay you want 
10 on 11 that is 10 point type on a 
11 point body which means using one 
point leading. 

g!he width of column is called the 
'mqazure' and ie measured in either 
picas or ems. There are 12 points to 
a pica or em* Ficas are also used to 
mame the maqine and other detaile 
of w layout. 

There are various ways of making 
text into printing letters - or type. 
But all follow the terms and 
measurements devised for letterpress 
type. 

All typesetting involves using letters 
of a varied width, the ‘m’ being wider 
than the 5’. This means more words 
fit on a line than with typing. In 
most typesetting you are able to get 
a variety of sizes and stvles of type 
giving you a greIeat?- tle~.ibility of 
design. Important words can be 
emphasised by putting them intobold 
oritalics 

/ ./ / 

The space between lines is also 

measured in points and can be varied. 

It is called ‘leading’ ,pronounced 

‘ledding’. If you want the lines of 

i type squashed up you only need one 
point leading or if you have space you. 
may have two or three points. It ,i 

10 po;nt 
Press Romarr 
set loon 13 
set4om 12 

2 !%I2 
depends on the size of type you are 

using. The leading is usually referred 

to as though it were part of the body 

10 on 11 that is 10 point type on a 

point leading. I 

S~Ichl I4 

of the type. You would say you want 

11 point body which means using one 
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Typesetting is far more 
typing. It is possible to change si es 
of type, the measure and the leadin 
This means that the typesetting can be 
made to fit the space available. T 

To calculate how much space the 
text will take once typeset is called spaces you have in th.e text. 
called copyf itting. l-1 Rule a line down the right 

had margin of your text 
Depending on the particular job you where the the shortest line 
can do this accurately or less ends. 
accurately. 1.2 Count the letters and spaces 

in that line snd multiply by 

kss~~~ 
the number of lines. 

1.3 Then add the remainder of the 

clppyettdrrg 

letters at the end of the 
longer lines on the other side 
of the line you ruled. This 

l.~stima;te the number of words in the will give you an exact 
text. ‘character count’ 
1.1 count the average number of 2.Look up in the copyfitting charts 

words per line the type you have in mind. 
1.2 Multiply this by the number 2.1 These will tell you how 

of lines in an inch. many characters on average 
1.3 Measure how many inches of text fit into any particular 

there are. length of line of typesetting, 
1.4 And multiply the number of words 2.2 Divide this number into the 

per column inch by the number of tot&l in the text. This will 
inches. give you the number of lines 

of fypesetting you will get. 
2.Look at a specimen of the typesetting 2.3 You can do this calculation 
tyPesetting you have in mind. for a variety of type sizes. 
2.1Count how many words there are in And so work out which type size 

a line of this typesetting. And will fit your text into the 
measure how many lines in an space most comfortably. 
inch. 

2.2Multiply these together to get 3.To work out the number of lines 
how many words in a column inch. of typesetting on a page measure 

2.3Divide this into the total word 
4 

the height of the area for the 
of the text and you will get t text on the page. 
number of column inches of 

i 

3.1 Use a depth scale - a typo- 
typesetting you will end up wit . graphers ruler marked out in 

2.QIf this is,too much or too litt e points and picas. With this 
choose a different size of type measure how many lines of any 
and repeat the cslccllations. particular size plus leading 

can be fitted onto the page, Qx,,n3 yF.ac& ; ,;q M+----1 
For example 10 point type oh 
2 point leadin can be measured 

@ i Qp’c J$l& /&WlW C’WdfG ;!4 J 9Q 
on the 12 poin scale. Q 

3.2 The area of the text on a page \(fle z 55;2. will exclude the margins, space 
=22.5 hnW d Iopt $@ , for the headlines and 

illustrations. 

18 1 o on 12 B&J ddgl~a 
d 

3.3 The leading can be increased or 
&vjo’it ipnch 81 s&i”4 reduced depending on the amount 

of space available. 



I8 
Typesetting for PhotTpaphic 
procsesee is needed on paper. It is 
cut up and pasted down on the card 
as part of the artwork. 

There are two sorts of typesetting 
machines in use: 
I%otosetting machines and complicate1 
electric typewriters. Both types of 
machines are expensive which makes 
the typesetting expensive as well. 
Therefore getting the copyfitting 
calculations right is important. You 
may not be able to afford to get it 
all reset if it doee not fit1 

typesetting 324 often set 
slow and quite expensive 

job. Or it is set by a 'hot metal’ 
machine. This RiOtid the relief 
letters from molten metal and sets 
then in words end lines at the'same 
time. This is an expensive and 
difficult machine to run, but is 
quicker than hand setting. 

It is possible to get a good print 
made of the letterprese setting 
called an*Art Full'. This is used 
to make artwork which will be 
printed by a photogrephic print 
process. 

o be set has to be ‘marked 
up' so that the typesetter knows wha, 
is wanted. 

This involves detailing the size, 
style measure and leading wanted at 
the beginning of the text. 

It is also necassary to mark 
on the text what is to be put into 
u or into d' whether to 

F indent at the star of new paragraph: 
or to leave a line space. You use 
proof reading symtiols to convey this 
i.%formation. And its always advisabld 
to go through the text with the 
typesetter to make sure they 
under&end what you want. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcder~hijklmnopqrstuvwxyl. 

. 12345#78YO<~*,‘w1 .SS&‘r! )!‘,‘h,‘:-.‘:;.. 

@II- I . I 1 q 7 ‘)II’“\ $‘F #5-.*” 1-1 x X.8 R.,, 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTIJVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstu\wxyz 

1234567890~*/((1 f%&% 
@II- 1 

)!~a*iJz-“:;,. 
~‘3%JhS841)‘18?1]~” J $**‘#~-*a 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQBSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrsruvwx~; 

1234567&90+“/=13$&-k()!~~~oj-‘I;,. 
@ WI- ‘“!d&PiSh%%?<>x+$ “+I+-, m 
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h 
The simplest 
use are-hand 

headlines to 
*awn. They are not 

difficult to do with practice and 
care. Beginners should draw out 
the words in pencil to practice 
a few times. The version that 
looks best and is the right size 
and length can be gone over in 
black ink and used in the artwork. 
Use gaide lines to keep the 
headline even and straight. 
!Ey copying styles you like from 
printed examples. Or. you can trace 
the headline if it's the right 
size from the example or from a 
type book. 

Eraw out the outlines of the letters: 
first. Then fill them in,. make 
then as clearly black as possib18, 
for the photographic process0 

For stencil duplioating it is better 
to use outline headlines. Remember 
that solid letters need a lot of ink 
and they will therefore stick 
the paper to the stencil while being 
duplicated. 

Hand drawn headlines can be made 
using stencils or lettering guides. 
These are made in many different 
styles and sizes. 

You can also cut out letters from 
othm printed publications to make 
headlines. Stick them down to make 
your own headline in the artwork. 
It is possible to make a photo 
negdive from the page of a type 
book of a particular style of 
lettering. From this photo printe 
hau be made in any size, These 
can be cut up and each letter can 
be glued in place to make the word. 

t 

.-agua limpra e’s .-j 
henna said y i _____- ___ -.-_ ___~. -- 

s 

-- . )ir 
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Headlines 
A quicker and more expensive way is 
to use the dry transfer lettering 
(like letraset). This consists of a 
plastic sheet with letters of one 
style and size. Place the transfer 
sheet over a sheet of paper. On the 
paper a guide line has been drawn.The 
letter is positioned on the guide 
line using guides on the trsrM8r 
lettering sheet. Tbe letter is gone 
over with an old ball point pena 
The pressure of the pen turns the 
letter grey and transfers it onto 
the paper beneath.Judge the space 
between letters by eye and go on 
rubbing the letters until the 
whole headline has been set. 
It can then be uut out and stuck 
en the artwork. This method is 
easy to do and makes first class 
headlines in a wide rsnge of styles. 

man be set in letterareas 
type and a good copy or *art p&l1 
taken. This is usually done by hand 
and is expensive. There may not be 
a great range of styles to choose 
from. You will have to use the size 
and style that the printer has in 
etock. 

There is a large variety of styles 
and families of type face available. 
Especially in the reman script used 
in English. 

Each style of type *face' is 
available in a variety of sizes. 
Often ti a variety of widths , bold 
or light. (black or white) and in 
condensed or italic form: 

aaaaa 
There are now hundreds of different 
sorts of type faces. Some are so 
eccentric they may be difficult to 
read. !l!he choice 6f which to use is 
one of personal taste. Work out 
which style fits your particular 
job and design. 
A foundry catalogue or transfer 
catalogue will give you an idea 
of the range available. 

There are 2 main sorts of'type face: 

those with a serif 

those with out 
zif: a 'sane 

if'. 

Times Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJK 
LMNOPQRSTU 
VWXYZ &bcdCfgh 
ijklmfi6pqrstiivwx 
yz 1234567890 a)(& 

Univers 45 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NQPQWSTUVWX 
YZ abcd&fghijkImii 
8pq rstiivwxyz 123 
4567890 @(Et?! : t f 
!lx z 

*- n 

* -. 
a 5ans Se&fggj 

Him to look evenly 
spaced may requfre a bit of practice 
and judg%ng by eye, It is r+cessary 
to leave more space between letters 
like 1. m. and n than between letters 
that con&in space in their design 
like y, a, 0, w etc. 



' The!&% are two main types of 
pictures: (1) Black +nd white 

pictures which are 
called line images. 

(2) Pictures made of 
greys, like photos 
which are called 

6a Q continuous tone images. 

There are all soyts and stylea of 
line images such ae cartoons, 
disgrame and illustrations. 
Experiment with different styles of In one prestigious public school for boys, teachers la&five classes 
illustration. Make them support the of4O minutes a day, and there are 52 children in each class. 

point of the text. Everyone can fhis means that in 200 minutes they deal with 250 children - h 
draw - if they try. The simplest !/ran a minute a child. h IVan& W. 

illustration.can be very effective 
in getting across an idea. hm ii1utinbbn.s I&- de~qnnek 

Simple illustrations that are made 
in line can eaeily be printed. With 
the photographic proceaeee this does 
not cost extra and can be done as 
eaeily as printing the text. 

For letterpreas a photo engraved 
block has to be made, but line blocks 
are cheaper than tone. 
Draw out the picture on good white 
paper or card in black ink. Light 
blue pencil can be used as a guide 
as it wiL1 not show up when photo- 
graphed. Avoid the greye of pencil 
and make the image a8 clearly black 
and white aa possible. You can use 
cross hatching to give the impression 
of tone. 
Photographs can be printed in line ae 
well. They will however loose all the 
tones and become a black and white 
image. Some photos can stand this 
treatment and become very strong 
clear images. If you are not sure 
what will go black and what whi$e 
get a line print made of your photo 
to see* Then if it ie suitable use 
it in the artwork. 

Illuetrations that have already been 
printed can be used. It is just a 
queetion of cutting them out and 
sticking them down in your own 
artwork. Use only black and white 



&ncil drawings, photos and quite a 
few other images use tone - greys - 
to make the picture. It is not 
possible to print tone directly. It 
has to be converted into a pattern 
of dots 'half tone' which gives the 
impression of tone. So in a derk 
area of the picture the dots are 
smsll white dotsin a black back- 
ground and in a light area the 
dots are tiny black onesa Zook 
closely at any printed photo and 
you can see the dots. 

To print successfully the full or 
almoet full range of tones is 
aifficult. It require8 a g00a printer 
or block maker and needs to be 
printed on good quality paper. 
Offset is usually better than 
Letterpress for this. To have a 
photo converted into half-tone 
,called screening) will cost more 
than rephotographing in line. 

The dots size can be varied. The 
more lines you have in the screen 
ths smaller the dot will be, The 
printed photo will look cruder and 
the dots more obvious. But larger 
dots are easier to print and on less 
go;o;;ality paper are usually 

. 

Lines or other patterns are used 
instead of dots for special effects. 

Halftone print6 can be nade whioh are 
pasted directly onto the artwork. Nor 
maally the halftone ia made on film 
IS a negative. This ie cut into the 
nain negative and ueed to expose the 
plate,etencil or block. 

Phe halftone is made by rephoto- 
Fphing the photo on a procses 
Camera. A mreesi of lines on plaetic 
or glass is placed between the film 
snd the photo. This gives the half- 
tone the pattern of dots of differeni 
sizes. 

While this is being done the origina! 
photo can be reduced or enlarged to 
fit the column width of the design. 

Spinlisl nnd rhe fiJrlllCr---I1IPPIlI$ firre IO fUCe $bb h WV 

The photo can be reduced or enlarged 
to any size that you want. But it 
will retain the same proportiona. 

To work out the new sizes is quite 
simple: 
1 draw a diagonal line on the back 
2 draw in the new width that you 

have decided on 
3 Then measure off the height that 
the photo will be when reduced. 



There are many useful graphic 
images such as &orders, rulea and 
other smbols. 

Borders can be decorative or plain. 
They can be useful to box in 
particular information or give 
character to a particular job. 

Hand drawn: 

transfers: 

‘Rules’ are the printers term for 
lines. They can be useful for 
dividing columns, or stories, 
underlining and boxing. 

Just hand rule in for photographic 
processes. 
nice, 

Be careful that it is 
straight and even. Rule the 

line on a clean bit of white paper 
and then cut up and paste down. 



Once the text has been set it has to 
be proof read. This involves 
reading through a copy of the fype- 
setting and marking any spelling or 
setting mistakes so they can be 
changed before printing. Uss.the 
standard proof reading symbols. 

Authors' corrections are charged 
extra.. So make sure the text is 
correct and finished before giving 
it to the typesetter or printer. 

fE!cdin~ sytd 

Do not rush proof-reading as 
printers can make mistakes. At 
least two people should read it. 
Make sure one of them has never 
seen the text before. Watch out for 
missing paragraphs as well as simple 
spelling mistakes. If you are not 
doing your own paste up make sure 
you eee proofs of the typesetting 
as well as the finished pages 
before they are printed. You can 
then see that the text corrections 
bave been done and that there are 
no more mistakes with the' headlines, 
position of pictures and the design 
generally. 

oki 
@A Mark poaition~missing text 

4 Crose out letters or# words 
di?- to be deleted. 

st&Q Dotted line under a m 
means it is to remain 

/wti A single line unde,r a word 
means it is to be set in 'Italics. 

cup E reble 
4 

line under a letter means 
t should be set or changed to 

cape a capital 

dold r* A wavy line means that the word 
m should be set in *. 

kp+ Encircle letters@@ @tered 

)( Encircle $&&that need@=3 

z Marks to link Up wo’lrdg - 
*my Mark t$$u$,i&pace 

-ark to increase apace between 
lines. . 

Mark to reduce apace 
c-- 
between lines. 

m Mark between~o~[words hPw 6 @It Mark at left side of line to be moT~sd 
1 

mw-wf& Mark at right aide of line -Lo be move 
\ I 



For the photographic print processes 
the original has to be photographed, 
It ha8 therefore to be black and 
white and a complete, clear and 
perfect copy. 
For letterpress printing,the 
pictures are photographed and 
made into blocks. All the 
illuetrations that are to be 
enlarged or reduced by the same 
amount can be stuck on the same 
sheet of paper. The block maker 
can then photograph them together. 
Mark them carefully 80 the 
printer knows where each block 
is to go. 
For the photographic printing 
processes the artwork should be 
the complete original. 
Halftone pbotos or drawings 
which have been screened shouid 
be kept separate, 
Artwork should be made on card or 
thick psper on which the light blue 
grid should be ruled. 
Each element of the design can be 
cut out leaving a bit of paper 
round each image. Check that they 
all fit in the right place by 
putting them down on the grid. If 
it all looks good you can start at 
the bottom of the page pasting 
down. 
Use a petrol glue like Cow Cum which 
sticks paper down flat. Cover the 
back of each piece with a thin layer 
of glue. Press down into place and 
use a set square to pOSitiOn each 
bit straight and square. The glue 
t@cea a few minutes to dry,air it is 
possible to move it around or pull 
it off if necessary. When it is all 
pasted down, rub off the 
with your finger or with 
a lump of dried glue. 

To protect the artwork 
cover it with tracing 
paper, Tape this on the 
back and fold over the 
artwork. On the tracing 
paper you can write 

26 
instructions about the 
size it will be when 
printed, the colour etc. SAti LEONARDO, NUEW ECI 



The colour of the finished print 
depends on the colour of ink in 
the press and not on the artwork. 
To prepare artwork for a second 
or subsequent colour a separate 
piece of artwork has to be 
prepared from which a separate 
plate or stencil is made. 

To make artwork for the second 
colour fit into the first colour, 
do it on tracing aper. This 
can be taped in p ace P on top 
of the first piece of artwork. 
The artwork for the second colour 
can be glued onto this overlay or 
can be drawn in. It has to be 
made to fit exactly with the first 
colour. 

Register tha two pitices of artwork 
with crosses that will be printed 
outside the finished page size. 

The letterpress printer or 
compositor may well design moat 
things they print themselves. * 
Following only a vague request from 
the customer. The compositor will 
follow their own ideas, tastes and 
habits, doing it the easiest way 
possible. 
YOU may not be satisfied with this. 
It is beet if you make up your own 
mind how you want your own 
publication to look. 
So produce your own layout,, This 
can be a drawing of the grid 
showing where each element ia 
going to be on the page. Mark how 
large the margins and columns are 
with the siee and style of type, 
and the position of headlines, text 
and pictures shown and marked. 
The headlines can be traced in and 
their size and style marked. Use 
picas to show the grid measurement 
and points for the type sizes. 
Go through the layout with the 
printer or the compositor tc make 
sure they understand what ysu want 
and that it's possible for them to 
do it. Liaten to their advice on 
avoiding expensive ways of doing \ 
things. Rut make clear what you 
want and how you want it done. 
The taxt can be marked with an 
outline or as linear, but it should 
be copy fitted so that it fits the 
space available. 



Finishing is given to all 
the procssaes done sfter the job 
ia printed. Finishing can add 
considerably to the cost of the 
job if it is not considered and 
planned for in the design stage. 
Depending on the Size and shape 
of the publication it can be a 
quits simple operation. You could 
do it yourselves if you have a lot 
of helpers or pay snd have it done 
for you, 

iiGit%. 
can be done by hand or 
Printing books on big 

sheets may involve several folds 
and each has to bs accurate. It 
may be worth getting a printer or 
a specialist finisher to do it for 
you. For a newspaper why not fold 
the paper while you hold your 
editorial meeting. 

dthe printed sheets in 
Collatin is the recess of putting 

order. This can be quite easily 
done by baud but there are machines 
which do this. 

to ",;gisf ";hT';Fff czebL;;K 

This is used so that the imags comes 
to the edge of the paper - called 
a 'bleed'. Or it is just used to 
cut off register marks etc. Some 
books are trimmed once they are 
folded and bound. Printers or 
finishers have large guilotines 
with which they csn cut through 
100s of sheets at a time &es&y. 

+iiisF* 
Simple staples are 

y the cheapest wsy of binding 
a pamphlet or booklet. You csn 
bind up to about 100 &eats. 
Stapling through the fold (the 
gutter) is best though you can 
staple through the side. 
Binding is better done with thread. 
There are a lot of wsys of stitching 
books that produce very strong 
bindings. 
Find a specialist8 finisher snd book- 
binder and ask their advice. You 

20 
may find that simple stitching will 
be quite cheap and last much longer 
than staples. 

I 
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)r books the sheiets are USUALLY 

Ilded into sections. Then they 
'8 stitched together and the 
wer board is glued on. 

'or paper back books juet glue ie 
sed - called perfect binding. 
his is quite easy to do but will 
ot last as long as 'proper binding' 

lue binding csn be done by simply 
utting 20 or 30 collated books 
ogether in a pile. Making sure 
hey are square, and then putting 
hem in a frame and screwing down 
onpressing them together* Then 
ith sand paper roughen the end of 
he books to be bound and paint 
lue on. When the glue is dry 
ndo the books and cut each one off 
he glued pile. Next fold the 
over so that it fits round the 
pine of the book and glue that on. 

1118 with flour may well attract 
nts or other insects. Mix sn 
us8Cticid9 in the glue so your 
tack of books are not eaten before 
ou have had a chance to sell them! 

sadd le 
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This is the 2nd section of 
the handbook on low cost 
printing for development. 
There are 4 separate sections. 

The 1st section is an 
introduotion and about design, 
It covers: 
the background to this work 
alternatives to print 
planning 
choosing a print method 
design:-ideas 
design: approaches 
design: techniques 

and finishing, 

The 3rd section is on using 
a printer and covers: 
dealing with a printer 
colour 
imposition 
offset litho printing 
letterpress printing 

and words 

The 4th section is on setting 
up your own printshop and 
covers: 
Having your own printshop 
setting one up 
what you will need 
running a printshop 
projects 
further information on 
books and organisations 

paper 
and how you can make a 5th 
eection yourself. 
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Do-it-yoursslf printing methods can 
be easy to do and cheap to use. 
*en the equipment is often easy to 
ztif;urself or cheap to buy 

These s&hods are used either 
cmmsrcially in officss or as art 
tschnbquss. But eaoh plsthod cab 

be used for real communication in 
a creative way. 

It is not difficult to pick up 
the nacessary knowledge and 
experience. Some of the knowledge 
iB in books like this. But the 
experience has to be gained from 
doing the work yo*urself and getting 
your hands dirty. 
The equipment is fairly widely 
available. It may be possible to 
use some one elses equipment if 
you do not think it is worth 
buying or making it yourself. 
This accessibility makes 'do- 
it-yoFselfw printing so useful. 

adI@ 
Doingyour own printinghas many 
advantages. It gives you much 
greater control over the design and 
printing. You are able to choose the 
exact colours of ink and paper. You 
srs also able to design the 
publication and put the design into 
practice. You have the final 
editorial (and legal) control over 
what is printed. it can be 
produced when you want it and need 
it. ??ot having to pay someone to 
do the work for you is also 
cheaper. 

A small number of copies is possible 
with do-it-yourself techniques. This 
saves money, and can make publishing 
possible for small groups, or for 
limited areas and for special 
interests. These would not be 
possibilities for commercial 
publishing. 

Do-it-yourself often involves alot 
of people-in the production of a 
Publication. This may be a useful 

learning Process end help them to 
relate to the publication as their 
Olsll. 

Do-it-yourself printing can also 
make People understand the process 
of Publishing far more effectively 
than any book. It can help people 
become more critical of other 
'Profsssionalr publications. 

The special roles of printer,designer 
editor, and. writer wili be lessened 
or even removed. When everyone helps 
they learn about their own hidden 
capabilities. They become 
collectively re$pOnsible for their 
own publication snd their own voice. 

Doing-it-yourself will use up your 
own time. Many of the stages of 
printing described in this book are 
unmechanised. SO there will be times 
when it becomes worth paying someone 
else to do all or part of the work. 

!Phee_e methods of printing are fairly __. 
simple. They cannot produce very high 
quality Printing with photos etc. 1 



Printing frca reliePL1ock~ 
was one of the first pr!=++;ma 
methods. It wae developc- 
Chinrae ad is still 
It is used in many 1 

letterprese 
by artists. 

printing and . . 
I’ 

The block is cut so the 
image to be printed ia 
raised above the rest of the 
block. The ink is epread by 
a roller or by a pad. The iti- 
covers only the raised imane. b k” 
This is then pressed or et&nped 
the paper or fabric and a print 

oni- 

produced. ip 



'rhe biock can be made of many 
materials. It is easier to cut 
softer materials but they do not 
last long when printed. Blocks 
are made from potatoes or other 
vegetables, cardboard, eraser or 
packing rubber, linoleum and 
soft or hard wood. 

Special hives are made for cutting 
out relief blocks. They are made in 
different thicknesses to cut either 
the fine details or the larger areas 
of the image. But any sort of knife 
can be used. A scalpel or craft 
knife would do. A knife used by 
barbers in India for cutting nails 
is particularly useful. 
The image on the block has. to be cut 
in reverse 80 that the print will be 
right way round when prfnted. 'Phi8 
is impwtant when printing words or 
synfbole. To do this draw out the ima 
on tracing paper in pencil. Turn eve 
the tracing paper 80 that you can Be 
the image or word in reverse. Put th 
onto tha block and draw over the 
reversed image pressing onto the 
blo&'A faint pencil reversed image 
will be transferred onto the block s 
be a guide for you to cut the block, 

Potatos 02 other vegtablee.can be USI 
to cut out 8imr)le blocks. Use a medi 
eieed potatoe 'cut in half.Cut an ima, 
Out in relief from the flat side. Th 
image should be about + inch above 
the main body of the potato. Uee 
the block soon after cutting. 

Soft balsa wood or rubber can also 
be used to cut out simple blocks and 
stamps. Balsa wood can be made into 
a block by simply pressing an image 
onto the flat surface of the wood. 
Eraser rubber cm be used to make 
Il'ttle stamps of initiaLa, symbols 
0: borders. Both are so soft they 
can very easily be cut for simple 
images. 

Cardboard is easy to cut out. 
ct t letters and other images 
fiom'&e sheet. Then turn thdm 
over and glue them onto another 
sheet of cardboard making a 
reverse relief image. String and 
other material can be glued on as 
well. With a good press or other 
way of making the impression this 
sort of block is useful for 
printing quite large and good 
prints. 



Linoleum or rubber can be used to 
cut blocks for stamps or printing. 
Linoleum is used for floor covering 
It is quite soft to cut but strong 
enough to be printed. The best type 
of linoleum to use is the one with 
a matt surface. 
Rubber packing is used for packing 
piping or other engineering 
pvoducts. It is also soft enough 
to cut the image but will stand 
up to the pressure of printing, 
You may be able to get this 
rubber quite cheaply or for 
nothing. 
Both rubber or iinOieUm are quite 
thin materials and care should be 
taken to keep the block in one 
piece. It is only necessary to cut 
away the non printing areas by a 
little bit under & of an inch. 
Blocks can be mounted onto wood 
for printing or stamping. - 

Wood is one of the best materials 
wcutting blocks. It is especially 
good if it is to 1ast.a long time 
and if the image has to be fine. 
Harder woods will be more difficult 
to carve but will take finer details 
and last longer. 
Br eriment with locally available 
Aat fit your needs. 

Ths &alfiy of the print from a 
block depends on the evenness of 
inking, and of the impression. The 
impression is how the paper is 
pressed against the block. 

Potatoeblocke can be painted 
directly with the ink. A more even 
inking may come from pressing them 
against a sponge soaked with paint 
and then stamped onto paper orfabrj 
Other small blocks can be mounted 
on wooden handles and used as gtampl 
Use a rubber stamp pad filled with 
special ink. You can also use a epol 
or other home made pad arrangement 
with paint or normal ink. 



For blocks largsr than 3sq, inches it 
will be necessary to use 8 roller to 
ink up the blocks. Letterpress ink 
or special block ink is good for this 
thie. Roll the ink out on a sheet of 
glass to spread the ink evenly on the 
roller. Roll it over the block very 
carefully so that the ink is 
spread evenly. 
%e pressure used to press the paper 
or fabric onto the block has to be 
as hard and even as possible. TO do 
this@you can use the back of a 

spoon to rub sll over the 
back of the per. 
or you can s snd on a lank r 

•~;~p~; top of the block 
. 

@or you can use a heavy 
roller. 

0 Rut best of all is to use a press of some sort. 

mcrew down presses can be 
used or’ any local equivalent. 
Old fashioned flat bed presses 
may be available and can be used 
to produce very good prints. These 
old letterpress presses still exist 
and are ideal for printing blocks. 
I have seen one covered with dust 
and unused in sn Indian newspaper 
printshop. They may be available 
if you search around. 
Letterpress proofing presses also 
are ideal and could be quicker to 
use than screw down presses. Small 
proofing presses are made that are 
used to print signs. Rut they could 
also be used to print off blocks. 
Cover the block with ink, the paper 
and then padding* Then pull the 
pressure roller across or screw 
down with the press. Undo and pull 
the paper off and you should have _ - -- 
a perfect print from your block. 

Hand cut blocks made of linoleum, 
rubber or wood can be used to print - 
illustrations with letterpress 
printing. They can be mounted on 
block board to make them ‘type 
high* ( .918 of an inch). This is 
the same height as the type. They 
can then be used exactly as type 
and be printed with the type by a 
commercial letterpress printer(see 
letterpress. ) 

Stamp blocks can be used to give 
colour to black and white print. 
A logo could be stamped in colour 
on the top of a duplicated sheet. 

Stamps msy also be used with fabric 
ink to print in patterns on the 
fabric. 

Wood blocks of single letters have 
been used as stamps in literacy 
projects. They are used to produce 
posters and give their students the 
experience of using printed words. 

Blocks can be used to print cards8 
and even posters if the press is 
large and good enough. The csrd- 
board blocks have been used for 
small runs of posters. 



Rubberstamps are made COmRIercially 
for offices. Rut this very cliche of 
beauracracy can be use6 in a 
creative way. 

Rubberstamp: made commercially are 
quite cheap. The cheapest ones sre 
made from letterpress type that the 
stamp maker has in stock. Look at 
examples of their work and show them 
which style of type you want. Draw 
out the information showing the 
arrangement you want and what 
exactly the information is. 

You csn use rubber stamps to give 
'spot' colour for cheap black and 
white prints. The name of a 
newsletter, for example, can be 
stamped. You can have your own name 
address and symbol on a stamp 
which can be stamped onto paper 
envelopes or cards for personal 
use. 

The printers name can be rubber 
8tEUUped onto the screen printed 
poster. Rubber stamps can be 
made to date or number tickets or 
cards etc. 

Rubber stamps do not give good 
prints if they are bigger than 
3 square inches. It is difficult 
to get an even pressure on a 
stamp so large. The ink pads 
also tend to be quite small. 

It is possible to buy rubber stamp 
kits. These consist of individual 
rubber letters, a holder for these 
letters which has a handle for 
stamping and an ink pad. 

The letters tie assembled in 
reverse by hand in the holder. 
They are stamped in the normal 
way. When you are finished with 
the particular message you can 
take out the letters and use 
them for some other stamp. 

Rubber stamps use a special ink 
which is put onto a pad. The stsDllps 
are inked up by pressing against 
this pad. To get good prints it is 
necessary to keep the pad well 
inked. 

It is possible to buy the pad 
without ink and fill‘it up with 
the colour of your choice. You can 

fi 
et a rainbow effect on your stamps 
y inking in strips of more than one 

Rubber stamps are also made from 
photoengraved blocks. This 
however is far more expensive. 
than using type. It enables you 
to produce a stamp from artwork. 
Which gives you a much larger 
range of lettering than the stsmp 
maker will have in stock. 

Photo engraving also enables you 
to use pictures or symbols as your 
stamp. But half tones are not 
DO8Sible using rubber etsmps. 



Stencil duplicating is also called 
cyclostyling and mimeogra$hing. 
Certain manufacturers have tried, 
we hope unsuccessfully, to call 
it by their own names. 

Stencil duplicating is a very simple 
stencil process. It can be used to 
print coloured and illustrated 
copies easily by anyone with a bit 
of experience. 

It was developed for office usem 
But it can be used to produce 
much more creative publications 
than are normal for offices. 

Stencil duplicsting works by: 
1. First cutting holes in a wax 

coated stencil with either a 
typewriter, stylus or with an 
electronic .stencil cutter from 
artwork. 

2. Csce the stencil is cut it is 
put on a drum on the duplicator. 
Ink is forced from the drum 
through the holes in the stencil 
onto absorbent paper. 

Each stencil has a card-heading 
which fits onto the duplicator 
drum. Make sure you use a stencil 
that fits onto the duplicator 
you are going to use. Or use a 
stencil with a 'universal' 
heading designed to fit any 
duplicator. 

Phere are several sorts of hand 
;ut stencils: 
Some are made to be cut with a 
typewriter. ' 
Others are made to be cut by 
drawing or writing or tracing 
with a stylus or ball point pen. 

To type onto the stencil press hard 
without using the typewriter ribbon. 
Make sure the letters are cut out 
clearly. Look through the stencil 
at the light. Each letter should 
show the light through clearly if 
it is cut properly. 

Drawing can be done with a special 
stylus or an old ball point pen. 
Again it has to be a clear cut 
through the stencil if it is to 
print well. Care should be taken 
not to rip or tear the stencil 
when drawing. Special drawing 
stencils are easier to draw on 
but are a bit more expensive. Work 
on a hard clean surface like a 
sheet of glass and hold the stencil 
flat when working. You can get a 
backing sheet to help draw a good 
cut image onto typing stencils. 

Be careful that the image fits 
onto the stencil. And on the paper 
you are going to use. Remember 
the paper will be smaller than 

There is a stylus that cuts dots 
instead of lines. This is useful 
for cutting an area of dots on the 
stencil as well as dotted lines. 

Sheets of plastic can be brought 
with a relief pattern on. You put 
the sheet under the stencil. Then 
rub over the relief pattern, which 
is cut onto the stencil. The same 
effect can be made using sand paper 
under the stencil. 

7 



scanner, cuts stencils photo- 
mechanically from en original or 
artwork. 
The artwork is fastened flat round 
one drum. A special plastic or Carbon stencil is put round the 
other. 
The drums go round and the photo 
cell scans the artwork. When it 
sees a black image in the art- 
work it makes a needle cut a 
tiny hole ia the stencil. 
The artwork has to be foolscap size 
or smaller. It should not have too 
fine detail or have large solid 
images. Some scanners can be 
adjusted to cut stronger or lighter 
depending on the sort of artwork. 
So they can be adjusted not to pick 
up unwanted background. If you are 
using one of these adjustable 
scanners - do a test strip on an 
old stencil first to make sure the 
settin 
artwor . E 

is suitable for you 

photos come out with much increased 
contrast, just in black and white 
and none of the grey tones between. 
Photos therefore should be carefully 
chosen if they are to be 
identifiable. They also have to be 
quite small to make them easy to 
duplicate. 

It is possible to cover photos with 
a white dot acrsen to make them 
better for scanning and duplicating. 

You can use two sorts of special 
stencils on a scanqer. Plastic 
stencils csn reproduce fine detail 
and last longer. The carbon 
stencils are cheaper, 

Roth hand cut and electronic cut 
stencils should be carefully 
examined for unwsnted holes or 
mistakes. These can be painted out 
with corrector fluid. Allow time 

8 
for it to dry before putting the 
stencil on tbe duplicator. 

F 



Bit% of different stencils can be 
glued together. This makes it 
possible, for example, to 
duplioate a scanned logo on a 
typed stencil. To do this the 
logo or symbol is cscanned onto 
a etencil many times. Then one 
can be cut out and glued onto 
the typing stencil when and 
where it is needed. 

AXI organisation with a scanner can 
use this technique. It can send out 
to its branches scanned stencils 
with symbols or other illustrations. 
These can be cut up and used with 
locally produced typed stencils. 

Stencil duplicating like screen 
pri&i.ng uses a atencil principle. It 
is therefore possible to use photo 
stencils made for screen printing on 
a stencil duplicator. (see ecreen 
printing page 16). The photo stencil 
is either made on stencil film or in 
emulsion put directly onto the screen. 

But stencil duplicating does not 
have the same tight screen as with 
screen printing. 

On a two cylinder duplicator you 
could take the tmreen off the 
cylinders.' Wash the ink off the 
screen and put the stencil on it. 
Then restretch it on to the 
duplicator. 

Or YOU could put the etsncil on 
another piece of mreen mesh. This 
could be attached to a atencil 
heading and used just like any 
other stencil. 

Or it ie possible to dieaolve the 
wax surface of a typing etencil 
using a laquer thinner. This should 
leave you with a paper mesh on 
which you mm put the stencil. 

Like most stencil duplicating an 
image that is too bold and large 
does not duplicate well. And the 
ink does not get through the very 
fine details. 

Experiment. This is a way of 
producing good stencils without 
buying an expensive scanner, 



There-are three types of 
duplicetina machines: 
1. the flat bed duplicator 
2. A two cylinder duplicator like 

the Gestetner 
3. A one drum duplicator like the 

Roneo. 
Each make and model of machine has 
different controls. Consult the 
instruction manuals the company 
representative or s meone who uses 
the machine a lot for exact 
operating instruct1 
Pump up the ink so at the screen, 
the surface of the P 11 inkg. 
F&&en the stencil heading onto the 
duplicator, Flatten the stencil face 
down onto the drum. Tux% the drum 
round and flatten the stencil down 
with the other hand. 
Remove the stencil backing sheet. 
Make sure the stencil is flat on 
the screen without nrinkles or 
air bubbles. 
Print a few scrnp pieces of paper 
to check that the image in 
printing well. And the poaition of 
the image on the paper is right. 
This can be adjusted by moving the 
paper left or right. Or by turning 
a wheel to move the image up or 
down. When it is all set up - print 
the number of copis you require. 

The 2 cylinder machine \as a screen 
which goes round the 2 cylinders. 
The stencil is fastened onto this 
screen. As the machine goes round 
the ink is pumped up and distributed 
over the cylinders. This can be 
mried to put more ink at the sides 
or in the middle. 

If 8 second colour is needed the 
ink pump, distribution rollers and 
scresn can be replaced and the 
cylindars cleaned. A coIlour change 
kit of a different ooloured ink 
pump, rollers and screen can be 
kept until needed. Gestetnere sell 
Quits a number of different 
ooloured inks. 

The on@ drum maohim uses one big 
drum in which the ink is kept. The 
ink comee out through the holes and 
into a felt sheet which covers meet 
of the drum. The stencil is fastened 
onto this felt. The drum can be 
removed and one with a different 
colour put in its place quite easily. 

$$ for the one drum machine is Of 
a different consistency than for the 
two cylinder machine. So be careffi 
not to use the wrong ink in the 
wrong type of machine. 

Pa er 
T&i 0 inks are slow drying, they do 
not dry on the duplicator but only 
on the special absorbent paper, This 
explains the greyishness of the 
copies and the ‘show through’ common 
with stsncil duplicating. 

But this does not mean you have te 
buy specially made absorbent paper, 
Experiment - most normal cheap 
papsr is absorbent too. 



A flat bed duplicator uses the 
same methods as a normal rotary 
duplicator. It also uses the same 
sort of ink, stencils and paper. 

But it is worked completely by hand. 
It is very easy and cheap to make 
yourself. 

With wood 2x1 inches, make 
a frame with inside measurements 

I 7x13 inch 

2 Make a base board from a piece of plywood gx16ina. And at. one end pu 
two pieces of 2x1 wood to pivot th 
frame about 2 ins above the base 
board. 

Fasten the framevonto the 
supports with screws, so th.at the 
frame can be moved up and down. 

With drawing pins fasten fabric 
(a fine mosquito net or cotton or 
nylon organdie) to the short side 
of the frame. It has to be evenly 
stretched and be loose enough to 
drop about one inch below the 
frame. So roughly a piece gx16ins -_ 
should be alright. 

Ikmer 
the 

in a aeries of nails along 

the 
hinge end of the mreen to ho1 
stencil heading. Get a metal 

rod or bar about *inch in diameter 
which is used to force the ink 
through the stencil. 



? Cut the stencil in the usual way. 

2 mace a pile of paper under the screen (of up to 500 sheets). 

3 Put the stencil face up under the screen. Fasten the stencil headin 
onto the nails at the hinge end o f 
the screen. 

Ink the screen with a squeeze of 
ink. Spread it across the screen 
with the metal bar. 

5 Run the metal bar across the screex again from the hinge end. This time 
press against the stencil underneal 
With care this should stick the 
stencil to the Screen - without an2 
creases or wrinkles. 

6 Full off the backing sheet. 

7 Use the metal bar to force the ink through the stencil onto the top 
Sheet of paper on the pile below. 
Use ecrap paper to start with until 
the prints are what you want. 

8 

Pull up the Screen and take off the 
first print. Is the image in the 
right place on the paper ? 
Reposition the pile of paper to 
get the print in the right place. 

If the inking is uneven try putting 
more ink in the places it ia needed 
Just squeeze out a line of ink at 
the top or hinge end. Use the metal 
bar to Spread it out while printing 
The pressure this is done with can 
effect the print quality and also 
break the stencil. So it has to be 
done firmly but not too hard. 

12 
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Once everything is printing well 
you can remove the scrap paper. 
Then print onto the proper paper 
to make as many copies as you 
want. 

Each print only needs one pull. 
Take the ink with the bar as you 
pull it across the stencil. Pull 
up the screen with the bar once 
you have made the print and remove 
the top copy - the printed sheet. 

Duplicating ink is slow drying 
use an absorbent paper. And so leave 
the printed sheets out to dry. 

The screen need not be cleaned, 
after each printing. It may be 
necessary to do so when you have 
not used it for a long time. Use 
kerosene or white spirit to 
dissolve the ink onto old 
newspaper. 



When cut%- with a 
problem: faint 

typewriter Remove the typing ribbon. 
Some typewriters have a ribbon 
setting which stops the ribbon 
getting between the keys and the 
stencil. When typing the stencil 
press harder than usual. 

problem: faint imaRe 
The stenc'll will print only a faint 
image if it is not properly.Check 
this before you put the stencil on 
the duplicator by holding it up to 
the light, The image should show up 
as clear holes. If it is not cut 
properly go over it again with the 
stylus or ball point. 

problem: siee of a er 
Most stencils are eer than 
foolscap paper 8x13& but sre used 
to duplicate on smeller sized paper 
such as A4 or quarto. So be careful 
when cutting the stencil not to cut 
the image larger than the size of 
paper that you are to duplicate on. 

problem margins 
Duplicators can no': nrint right to 
fh: edge of the paper. It is- 
necessary to leave about *inch 
margin around your image. 

problems bits of the W not 

wrinkles to print all the image. 
If the stencil is wrinkled and not 
flat, take it up and try again. 
The screen should have a thin 
covering of ink on before putting 
on the stencil. 

f 7 i;l.t t:qiiz,- 
Clint typirq 
fairit typing 

M ins 
3 

/ 



problem: ripped stencils 
If the stencil ia wrinkled and you 
go on duplicating you can rip or 
tear it. This produces black tear 
lines on the copies. Small tears can 
be repaired with masking tape or 
correcting fluid. If they are too 
large you may have to remake the 
stencil. hose sure there is 
enough but not too much ink on 
the screen before starting to print. 

problem: ' 
They are &@@%!!%d by over 
inking. Clean off the ink-around the 
stencil. Print on scrap paper 
until the blotches have gone. 

problem: images and blotches on the 
back of the PELR 
.When the dunlicI%r missfeeds a 
sheet of paper the image can get 
on the impression roller. This will 
then transfer a faint image onto the 
back of the next few copies. When 
thia happens feed in scrap paper 
until the unwanted marks are removed. 

problem: sat off 
A large mh a lot of ink may 
not have dried before the next copy 
is placed on top of it. A. faint image 
will therefore get 'set off' onto 
the back of the paper that has just 
been printed. This can happen when 
using less absorbent paper or card. 
One way round tMa problem is to 
put sheets of scrap paper between 
each print as they come off the 
duplicator. 

14 



problem: uneven inking;. 
Duplicators are not able to varsr the 
ink across the page. So try and" 
make the ink requirement as even as 
possible. Duplicators are not able tl 
deliver more ink to dark areas of thl 
artwork. So you should try to make 
the solid images as small as 
possible by using outline or cross 
hatching for both lettering and 
illustrations. If enough ink is not 
getting through to make the printed 
image dark enough try duplicating 
more slowly. If it is still too 
light it must mean that the stencil 
ie not cut properly. 

problem: paper sticking to the 

?P- I you are trying to duplicate a 
lare image the ink may make the 
paper stick to the stencil while it*1 
being fed through the duplicator. If 
this happens peel the stuck page off 
the stencil and try turning the 
duplicator a bit faster. This will 
reduce the amount of ink getting 
onto the paper. 

One other solution ie to equip the 
duplicator with 'strippers@ which 
w%l.l pull off each sheet as it 
conw out from under the stencil. 
It is also possible to put 
image at the end of the 

thelxe 

S o that it is dupliortod after the' 
rust of the paper whioh will pull 
Mwrpted large &ma&e off the 

4 

problem badly cut scanned stencils. 
If you are getting badly t 
etancils from a soannur tEt can 
be adjusted trg making a teet 
strip. lfhis can be done by scanning 
tha most difficult part of the 
artwork onto a test stencil. 
You only need about # an inch 
to be acanned. Stop the machine 
and take the stencil out and 
look closely at the scanned strip. 
If it is cut properly you can scan 
the whole original on another stenci: 
or if there is still some problem 
you can adjust the scanner and do 
another test strip. 



Screen printing uses the stencil 
principle just like stencil 
duplicating. The screen is stretched 
tight and flat onto-the frame. This 
can be made any size that is needed. 
The ink is forced through the holes 
of the stencil by hand with a rubber 
blade - the squeegee. 

Screen printing can be used to print 
posters, fabric, any large print 
without very fine details. It is 
usually used commercially and by 
artists. But it can also be used by 
anyone without a great deal of 
skill and knowledge. Not only is it 
easy to do but the equipment can be 
easily made by any carpenter. It is 
an ideal do-it-yourself method. 

The screen is -a wooden frame 
stretched with fabric. The frame 
needs to be 2ins larger than the 
biggest image that it is likely to 
print, It should be made of 2x3 ins 
wood and be stable and lie flat on 
the base board. The wood should not 
be too hard for nails or drawing 
pins. It is good to hinge it to a 
base board of plywood. 

The frame should be easy to unhinge 
so that it can be taken off and 
washed. 

The wooden frame is stretched witb 
a mesh of fabric. This has to be 
fine enough to hold the details of 
the stencil but open enough to let 
the ink through easily. Use 'Nylon 
Bolting* if the printing is going 
to consist of fine details. Cotton 
organdie can be used if the printing 
is not too detailed. A normal white 
nylon with a square weave, which 
can see your hand through, like a 

you 

fine mosquito netting, could also be 

16 
used. It should not be too etrstchy 
or have a pattern in it. Nylon or 
any material that expands when wet 
should be stretched when it is damp. 



To stretch the fabric cut it at 
least 4 ins. larger than the 
outside frame measurements. 

Using a staple gun,nails or drawing 
pins fasten the meah to the frame. 
Start with the middle of one side 
and pin it so that it is even and 
tightly fastened. Pull across to the 
other side making sure the mesh is 
square and tight on the frame. Pin 
every 4 inches along that side. Then 
pin along the remaining sides 
pulling the mesh so that it is 
tight and square. 
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It may be necessary to go over 
*he screen again. Pull the mesh 
tighter, and pin between the 
pins put in already. 

The loose mesh sround the outside 
of the frame can be trimmed and 
pinned to the frame. 

The frame can then be hinged to a 
piece of wood which is nailed to 
the plywood base board. A support 
can also be screwed to one side 
of the frame. This should be made 
so that it will swing flat when 
the screen is put down to print. 

Some me&h may need *aegreasing*. 
Do this by waehing with warm 
water, soap or cleaning powder 
like Vim. 

Tapt over the gap between the 
frame end the mtsh on the inside 
of the screen. This will atop ink 
getting through the join. Use 
brown gummed paper tape and put 
at least 2inches at the hinge end, 
Make sure the tape is well stuck 
and fills each corner as well as 
the sides. 

The ink is forced through the screen 
and stencil with a squeegee. This is 
a rubber blade held in a wooden 
handle. It is brought from specialist 
suppliers. They also supply the rubber 
rubber separately which can be 
different for different jobs. It will 
be softer for fabrics and harder for 
paper. But it is easy to make your own 
squeegee. The rubber for the blade can 
be brought at the shoe maktrs.Tht 
rubber used for soles of sandals is 
just right for squeegees. It should 
be about 2 inch thick and as long as 
the widest poster to be printed. 

A handle can be made to hold the 
rubber blade firmly in place. It is 
important that the squeegee blade 
has a straight and even edge. 



There are lots of ways of making 
stencils for screen printing. 
Iksentislly they stop ink getting 
through part of the screen. 

The simplest method is to draw 
out the image or words on thin 
paper. Cut out that image 
with a sharp knife. The ink will 
go through the holes cut onto the 
fabric or paper. 

L. ------ -J 

Put the cut paper - 'the stencil' on 
top of the. fabric or paper so that th 
image reads right way round. Put the 
screen on top and make sure there 
aren't any holes other than those 
that make the image. Pour on the ink 
and with the squeegee pull the ink 
across the inside of the' screen 
at 45' . This forces the ink through 
the screen and stencil onto the papel 
underneath. The ink of this first 
print will hold the stencil on the 
underside of the screenquite flat. 
The ink can also hold small 
bits of paper in the middle of the 
centres of-the letters like the IOr4 

Care should be taken that the paper 

18 
is really stuck to the screen, that 
it has not wrinkled. No ink should 
get on the wrong side of the stencil. 

Duplicating stencils can be used 
effectively on the screen to 
print smaller text or lint 
drawings. Both typed and hand 
drawn stencils work well. Scanned 
stencils can be used but the 
plastic sort can not be used with 
the oil based screen inks. 
By combining typed duplicator 
stencils and paper cut screen 
stencils it is possible to make 
a poster ntwspaperr 

l!fz%E 

@Draw out the design of your 
newspaper onto a thin paper 
like newsprint, 

OTY 2 pe the text in columns on 
duplicating stencils. I&&I sure 
that the letters are cut weJ.1, 
Hold up to the light and if the 
letters are cut wsll they will 
be oomplste1y clear, 

0 3 Cut out from the deBi@, holes 
for the columns of text. They 
should be bigger than.the text 
on the stezicil but not too bag 
leaving unwanted holes bttsten 
the paper stenoil and the 
duplicating stencil. 



CD tit Out tb8 headlines, bin88 and 
pictures from the design. Bach 
letter or image is then a hole 
through which the ink can go. 

0 5 Remove the duplicating etencfl's backing sheet and cut up the 
columns of text. mace them on 
top Of th8 -per St8nCil. 

+ik8 SlaW0 that thsr8 ar8 RO 
unwmted holes OF gags in the 
Stencil. Put P&SC80 Of Il8Wsmp8r 
round thr sdgs So 
no ank can get 
raund the 8t8nCil 
and onto the 
pager UUd8rn8atb, 
apart from going 
throu@h the 
stencil. 

7JFut the screen on top of the paper 
stsncif and print. Euplicafing ink 
ie best for this, but it takes a 
loagtime to dry ! 

A poster newspaper can be printed 
on one side of the paper. Rrt it 
up on a suitable wall or notice 
board. If none 8XiSt try using 
a charpoy or- 
Similar b8d . 
base standing 
On end, printed 4t the 

tludio r/iycpJ '4 
@nt# Aimer 

The stencil can be cut out of special 
stencil films. These are double 
layered with one side a base film 
and the other-the stencil. This is 
cut just like the paper but take care 
not to r?ut the base film. Stencil film 
is often transparent enough to trace 
from a design when cutting. The base 
material holds all the stencil in 
place. When the cut stencil is put 
under the screen you can read it 
properly through the screen mesh. It 
is then stuck to the screen by using 
the right solvent - water or 
methylated spirit and heat. This is 
don8 by evenly wiping over the screen 
with the solvent and pressing the 
stencil onto the mesh. Use a wad of 
rags or cotton wool and gently go 
over the stencil a bit at a time. Some 
stencil films need to be ironed on and 
this has to be done evenly and gently. 

When the stencil is firmly stuck 
to the screen and is dried, peel 
off the base film leaving the 
stencil on the screen. Any unwanted 
holes can be filled with blocking 
or filler paint. 

-0ESOPUAGV 5 
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Another way of making stencils is 
to paint directly onto the screen 
with filler. This paint is usually 
a water based paint. When it is 
dried on the screen it stops the 
oil based ink from getting through 
certain parts of the screen. 
Directly painting onto the screen 
involves painting what is not 
going to print. Therefore the image 
you want to print is the part of 
the screen that is left un-painted. 

ba88d ink or using-wax crayon. When 
this is dry the acreen is covered 
with the water baaed filler. This 
fills the wbole screen apart from 
where the oil based paint is. When 
the finer iS dry the Oil kaS8d 
paint is washed out with spirit 
creating a bole or stencil. 

If you are printing with water 
based ink or dyes the filler 
will have to be oil based, so that 
it does not dissolve while it is 
being printed. 

It is possible to cut stencils 
usa photographic methods. This 
is done by using a stsncil 
emulsion or film that is 
hardened by Ultra Violet light. 
The stencil is covered by an 
opaque image and exposed, to the 
Ultra Viol& light. The non image 
area is hardened but the image is 
dissoluble in water - so creating 
a stencil. 

The opaque image i8 made on clear 
film or tracing paper and is cdl8d 
the positive. It is made the size 
that it is to be printed. 

The positive image can be made of 
paint, cut paper or photographic 
film. This will work if the light 
can 0di.y get fbmugb the non-iarage 
akea. 

Photos can be photographically 
printed onto film instead of paper 
to make a positive. But to look like 
the original photo they will have to 
be in the form of dots (half tone). 

The dots have to be 3 times larger 
than the hole in the mesh of the 
screen. This is necessary to avoid 
moire patterns or loosing the small 
dots. 

The positive can be made from art- 
work photographically. But it is 
obviously cheaper to work Directly 
on clear film or tracing paper. 
Use the old backinp sheets from 
stencil film. You An use clear 
sticky tape to stick the various 
bits in place. These can be hand 
painted on the tracing paper or 
acetate. 

The positive is essentially a mask 
stopping UV light hitting the 
sensitive film or emulsion. This 
is hardened by exposure to light. 
The image is protected under the 
positive and is not hardened. 
The image can be washed out making 
the stencil. 



The emulsion is spread evenly over 
the screen in dim or yellow light, 
Do this with a piece of card or 
squeegee on both sides of the 
screen, When it is dry the positive 
is placed on the outside of the 
screen 80 that it is in reverse. 
It is taped onto the mesh and 
pressed firmly against the mesh 
by a sheet of glass. 

Exposure is made to W light. 
This can either be an artifical 
light source like a light box 
with 2 W light bulbs. Or the 
sun has enough W light to make 
the exposure. 

The exposure time depends on the 
light source and the sensitivity of 
the stencil emulsion or film. You 
will need to experiment to get the 
right time. With tbe light box I 
have worked on the bulbs had to be 
allowed to warm up for 5 minutes. 
!l!hen the doors were opened and 
erpoeure took 6 minutes, Exposing 
to the sun can vary depending on 
the seasons. 

Meet emulsions and stencil films 
are washed out with water until 
the image is quite clear. 

The stencil film should be put on 
the screen $0 dry. Once dry, the 
backing sheet can be removed and 
any unwanted holes can be painted 
out with filler. 

These stencils can then be printed 
in the normal. way just like any 
other stencil. 21 



The stencil is always stuck onto the 
side of the mesh which comes in 
direct contact with the paper. It 
will be read right way round by 
reading through the screen mesh. 

The ink can be water or oil based. 
Oil based ink is best for posters. 
Fabric dyes are usually water 
based. Simple screen printjng with 
children is best done with water 
based inks. The stencil must be 
resistant to the inks. But 
you can use paper cut stencils 
with either. 

Special screen printing inks are 
produced but are quite expensive, 
Its possible to use letteruress 
inks or sven duplicating ink on 
screens. 

Water based inks can be made from 
poster colours or dyes mixed with 
glue or flour. Special fabric 
dy8S are made that are water based 
and need ironing once printed to 
make then fast. Traditional vegtable 
dyes are used and printed using 
gum Arabic as a base. The gum is 
washed off after printing leaving 
the dye in place fast on the cloth. 

Brperiment with locally available 
materials, 

The ink you buy in tins is often 
quite thick in the tin. To print 
it needs diluting with the correct 
solvent to a fairly runny 
consistency. This depends on the 
fineness of the image. The finer 
the detail the thinner the ink 
needs to be. 

22 



To print the stencil on the screen 
put a sheet of paper or fabric under 
the screen. Put the screen down. Pour 
in the ink at the hinge end. Pull the 
ink across the screen twice with the 
SqU88g88. When all the ink and 
squeegee is back on the tape at the 
hinge snd, pull the screen up, It 
will be supported on the wooden leg. 
Then take Off the print. If the image 
is not in exactly the right place on 
the paper, move the position of the 
next sheet of paper into the 
COZ-rSCt place. Mark this position 
with bits of sticky tape. These can t 
folded to make an easy stop 
on which to place the paper, A 

Getting the print in exactly the 
l?i&!lt pb!4C8 88Ci.l tiPa iS k!LpOrtslrrt 
for printing 2 or more colours. 
mis will make sure that the colours 
will titer-relate oorreetly. This 
is called 'registration: 

Screen ink is slow drying so that 
it do88nvt dry on the gcreen but 
only on th8 paper. &NS the print 
has been made it has to be hung up 
to dry. YOU will need a line with 
clothes pegs or some other 
arrangement where the print can 
dry without sticking to each 
other or getting dust all over 
them. 

T shirts can be printed easily 
with screen printing. Put some 
paper in the middle of the shirt 
so that ink does not seep through 
onto the back of the shirt. 

Screen print&g is U88d 
coPPPlercially to. prizit displsys and 
to print on metal and other 
surfaces. &ch commercial fabric 
printing is also done with screen 

(See on for using a 

Fabric has to be printed with 4 or 
more pulls of the squeegee. The 
fabric nnxst be made to lie flat 
under th8 SCr88n. It asprY be 
necessary to iron it first and 
pia or tape or glue it to the 
bass board or table. 

Mxkg tables are used for fabric 
printing. The scresn is not hinged 
to a base board but moved along 
the length of fabic on the table. 



Jelly pads are a..simple, cheap 
and easy way of printing up to a 100 
copies. The copies can be 
printed in4 diff rent colours. 

The jelly pad is mad8 up from 
chemicals which are obtainable from 
Hecto Colour Duplicator Co, Freepost 
Ormskirk,frQO 2RL, UK. You can 8lso 
obtain materials needed to make your 
own jelly pad. Write to them asking 
for their 'H8CtO Colour Duplicator 
Starter Kit'. 

The master is made on good quality 
paper that is not too absorbent. 
Make the image by either drawing or 
typing with hecto ink, hecto pencil 
and hecto carbon paper. 

The jelly La COV8rGtd with cool water 
for 2 minUt88. The excess water is 
removed and blotted off. 

The master copy is placed face 
down on the jelly. Smooth down 
removing all bubbles to make 
close contact. Leave for 300 
60 seconds and peel off. 

t 

The image will be on the jelly and 
copies can be taken immediately 
using any paper or card or fabric. 
Roll each sheet onto the jelly pad 
and leaving for a second before 
lifting it off. 
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Another USSfUl method is spirit 
duplicating. 

The master is made on a paper with 
a shiny snd a matt Side, 

The master matt side up is put on top 
of the transfer sheet coated with dye 
my writing, typing or drawing on the 
master a mirror image is formed on 
the back (the shiny side). 

The mk3tSr is then put round the 
drum Of tb8 spirit duplicator. 
The shiny side is on the Outside 
with the image on it in reverse. 
You turn the drum round and the 
master is dampened with 
Methylated spi?its. Tbe damp 
master is pressed against the paper 
that is fed under the drum. The 
image is dissolved by the spirit 
and transfers onto the paper. 

100 to 200 copies are possible from 
one master. The colour of the 
copies depends on the color of the 
dye sheet used. So it is possible to 
use up to 7 dye sheets of different 
colours to produce a multi COlOUr8d 
master. So multi COlOUr8d copies can 
be made from one printing with one 
master that has been prepared with 
different dye sheets. 

You c8.n type and draw on a master 
but care should be taken not to 
dent the master by pressing too 
hard. 

The paper used for duplicating 
should be a good quality paper 
that is not too absorbent. Special 
paper is made for spirit duplicating 
which is expensilve. But the less 
absorbent the paper, the more copies 
you can make from the one master. 
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Fhoto copying is an exp%nsive bti 
useful method of printing a few 

- 

copies. It is being developed and 
improved all the time. It is used 
increasingly for 'printing' jobs 
in the west. 

mpicsl of modern developments 
in printing the new photocopiers I 
working parts are all locked 
up. The operator just puts the 
original (artwork) in place on 
the copier and pushes the button. I 
And out come the copies. Easy! ? 

DO you have people in your &rouP 
who work in offices with Copiers? 
They may be able to do some copying 
without paying. This is the only waY 
photocopying can be a low cost method 

The Indian photocopiers are of an 
older design. This enables the 
operators to do more of the 
process. They therefore have more 
control technically of what is 
happening. 
With these sort of copiers it is 
possible: to reduce or enlarge the 
size of the image; you can also 
clean off unwanted background 
images. Make offset litho plates; 
and make up to 6 or even 10 copies 
from one exposure* It is then 
cheaper the more copies you have 
of any one original. 
These copiers copy onto plain 
paper. They also copy onto both 
sides of the paper or onto pre- 
printed paper. 
PEost copiers are limited to 
copying onto foolscap paper. 
Some can copy onto larger 
paper up to A3 size. 
Photocopiers are useful if you 
have to copy some already 
existing material. But if you are 
originating things yourself it 
is easy to use carbon paper to 
produce a few copies. Or type 
and draw onto a duplicating 
tencil for more. This way you cm 
oid the necessity and expense 
f oopying at all. 
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This is the 3rd section of 
the handbook on LOW cost 
Printing for development, 
There are 4 beparate sections. 
The 1st section is an 
introduction and about design, 
It covers: 
the background to this work 
alternatives to print 
planning 
choosing a print method 
design: ideas 
design: approaches 
design: techniques 

and finishing. 

The 2nd section on do-it- 
yourself printing covers: 
block printing 
stencil duplicating 
soreen printing 
hecto jelly pads 
spirit duplicating 

and photo copying 

The 4th section is on setting 
up your own printshop and 
covers: 
Having. your own printshop 
setting one up 
what you will need 
running a printshop 
projects 
further information on 

books and organisations 
paper 

you can make 8 5th 
section yourself~ 
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It may not be possible or 
worthwhile to do 

9 
our own 

printing. You wil then have 
to use a printer. 

Employing a printer to do work 
for you is sometimes difficult. 
Treat their labour with respect 
and pay them adequately, Give 
clear instructions about what 
zEewyt and the results you 
L c . 

To make this easy you should 
Gow something about: 

)Printing 

& Thr 3 terms uaed to lspecify* 
'&at you want 

a and design. 

The printers are in the best 
position to advise you how 
to achieve the beat results, 
and how to keep the costs down. So 
it is a good idea to be friendly 
with them. It w help if your 
printer Imows why you are 
publishing. Visiting the print 
shop can give you a very good 
idea of the processes involved. 
You will alao see the problem3 
and the sort of set-up that 
the printers work in. 

This may be one of the moat 
important decisions you make. 
Once you get to know a good 
printer they will be able to 
help you in a way no book can do. 

Look for a printer in the local 
community. First find out what 
other publications are printed 
locally and if they recommend 
their printer. Ask for advioe 
about their printer snd what 
problems are involved in using 
them. 

Draw up a list of recommended 
printers who are near enough to 
visit. 
Ask each of the printers on your 
list for a guide price on a simple 
job, for example to print one sheet 
of paper. YOU will then find out 
which of these printers are the 
cheapest. Try to find out about 
the quality of work each one does. 
With this information, ask three 
printer3 for a definite estimate. . 
-+=$E;I 

One factor affecting choice is 
that many printer's specialiee. 
They may print one sort of 
publication using a partiaular 
method and machine. The size and 
nature of their business also leads 
them into specialising though 
there is considerable flexibility. 
Once established with a printer it 
may be worth staying with them. 
It can be expensive to choose the 
wrong printer for a particular 
publication. 
There s,re two main methods of 
printing used commercisllyr 

produce wedding invitations, 
leaflets, cards, busineaa stationary 
etc. Me&m size printer3 use 
letterpress to print magazines, 
small scale newspapers end books. 
Most large newspapers are printed 
by lstterpreea. 

2. Offset litho printing also 
fits into the ssme sort of 
divisions as letterpress. But it 
is used slso in large factories to 
print full colour magazines and 
labels etc. 

Printers may have other facilities __ 
such as a finishing department. 
They will be able to both print and 
bind a book. Another printer 
without such a department would 
have to get a specislist finishing 
work shop to do the binding. 



It may take only two day3 to print 
your job. But the printers have 
to fit-it in with all the other 
work they are doing. SO YoUr job 
takes much longer. This may be a 
factor that decides your choice of 
printer3 or doing it yourself. 
Printers can be very vague about 
time and make unrealistic promises. 
So when you are getting estimates, 
ask for a completion date, if 
necessary, in writing. 

Some printers have a booking in 
system. Let them know in advance 
that the job is on its way. They 
can then fit it into their 
schedules and so produce it in a 
shorter time. 

It may take longer if you choose 
a special paper or other materials 
which need ordering or delivering. 
Try buying the paper yourself 
from a paper supplier. This may 
save time when you come to 
printing. It may al.80 be cheaper 
if you buy alot at a time, Do 
this in consultation with the 
printer. 

Hand-setting lettsrprese printing 
will take longer to do tha offset 
litho printing, 

Larger printers are usually more 
reliable about time than the 
smaller ones. If one man goes ill 
it may be impossible for the 
smaller printer to do the job on 
time. 

2 

check list 
loU BlUSt itnOw exactly what your 
job conBiBt3 Of to get an estimate 
md t0 choose a printer. 
Mere is a list of point3 to 
consider before you go to the 
printers: 
l The size of paper and image which 

they print. 
@The number of pages and sheets of 

paper in the job. 
The number of copies you want 
printed. 

@The finishing involved - will it 
be trimmed 2 folded? collated? 

-or bound? 
Naxnber of colours you watt printed. 
Sort of paper that is easy to 

worint and that you want. Consider 
Ihe colour,weight (thickness) and 
its finish. 
Find out if the printer will supply 
the paper 

@Are you providing complete artwork 
or will there be half-tones to 
make ? (offset litho) 

@How many blocks are to be made - 
the size, in halftone or line? 

IDelivery date. 
bmyment details. Credit etc. 

(letterpress) 
@./We you Supplying layOUt3 for the 

composition and is it going to 
involve special work? 



Printers may giire you an estimate 
from brief details of the job. 
But they will only give a definite 
quote once they have seen the text 
or artwork. 
The cost varies a lot from printer 
to printer. This is because some 
printers are geared up to deal with 
a psrticular sort of job. They 
then increase the price for a job 
which is difficult for them to do. 
Smaller job8 are Often estimated 
from standard rates that printers 
have as guide lines. This will be 
useful in planning puKlications. 
Rat remember pictures and other 
*extra* work will cost more. 
For large scale jobs get a definite 
quote in miting. 

A publishing project may involve 
many'different pUbliCatiOn8. It 
will be a lot of work for the local 
printer. The project may then be 
able to ask for tenders and 
dictate the price it will pay. It 
may also be possible to buy all 
the paper at once. This will save 
money, though storage may be a 
problem. 

@Printers will charge extra for 
changes made by the customer 
once the setting has been done. 
So make sure the text is agreed 
before you give it to the 

8 

printers. 
Design for cost. Workout how 
to fit your material in as 
few pages as possible,so that 

8 

it still looks good. 
Halftones and other pictures will 

8 

cost extra with letterpress. 
With offset do your own artwork. 

@Choose coloured paper instead of 
coloured ink. 

@Choose the right printers - get 
at least 3 quotks, 

OWork out the right number of 
copies to print. A small number 
of copies will work out exgensive 
per copy, too many and they may 
not all sell. 

@Do the finishing, folding, and 
stapling yourselves. -- 

When you get a quote ask the price 
for printing extra copies at the 
ssme time -- *a run on price. The 
difference between the iBt 500 
copies and a 1,000 may be quite 
small. 

Archana Prakashan 

Make sure that printers estizate 
and quote forqthe same apecifica- 
tiOn8, that i8 for the same 
quality of paper etc. Ask the 
printer t0 give BpeCiti qUOte3 for 
any different materials. 

Some printers need to keep their 
presses going all the time and so 
have to take .*filler* work. This 
they charge at cost price. If you 
are on good terms with the printer 
you may be able to get your job8 
printed as filler work. Though 
this may take time, it can be 
much cheaper. 

Archana Prakasnan 



There is a lot you can do for 
yourself, even if you are getting 
a printer to do the main work for 
you. 

With offset litho printing YOU 
can do YOU OQVII artwork. See the 
design section. 

With letterpress you can also do 
quite a lot for yourself. You can 
buy your own paper if you are 
having a job printed that will use 
more than 2 or 3 reams of paper. 
(there are 500' sheets in a ream). 
This will involve you in working 
out how much paper you will need. 
Remember to allow for about 546 
for wastage. 

Shop around to find the best 
deals from the paper merchants. 

Avoid cheap lots of paper where 
some sheets are not the right 
size, wrinkled and not square. 
These can create problems in 
printing and so involve more 
waste. 

See page 23 in the fourth section, 
which taUs about paper, 

You can also buy blocks directly 
from the block maker. Be careful not 
to use too fine a dot in the pbotos 
as it may not print well on the 
paper you are using. 

Before you decide on the siee of 
blocks make sure of the design. They 
are the easiest to move around to 
get all your material into the 
space available. 

See pages 12-14 for details Of 
Letterpress printing. 

Small printers - jobbing letterpress 
printers who charge by the page will 
try to fit as little as possible on 
each page. 

They use large rpacee between lines 
and large Ml-&B 80 they 089 set 
the psgea as quickly as poseible. 

They may uoe woode~~furniture' and 
wooden &rips between the lines for 
the leading. This may expemd in the 
vmt masona and &rink in the dry 
smmns. So their work nay not be 
that exact. 

PrI,ntsrer aleo try to extend their ink 
a8 much aa poemibls. Bome use noter 
oil mixed with the ink. This 
makes tbe image 'show through' 
the paper very strongly and 
leaves a yellow stain. 

Letterpress printers may have only 
a small selection of type,furniture 
and rules. Therefore t'ney will only 
be able to set a few pages at a time, 
They will print these and then 
rearrange or distribute the type 
and do the next few pages. This will 
take a long time. It may also be 
more expensive than a printer who 
can print the whole job in one go. 

Archalma PraItashm 
drsozlnn liraak~d8m 
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The colour of the printing depends 
on the colour of the ink used on the 
the press 

For each colour an offset plate or 
letterpress block and type has to 
be prepared. New ink is put on the 
press. The paper is then fed 
through the press and printed again. 
This makes colour expensive 
to print. It is often cheaper to 
print black on coloured paper. 

Choose the colours you want 
carefully. Look at other 
publications. Tell the printer 
exactly what colour you want. 
If you can, give them an example, 

The separate plates or ‘chases’ for 
each colour will involve separate 
pieces of artwork or layouts. 
These are done on tracing paper 
overclays over the main piece of 
artwork. The will have to fit 
exactly in t ii e right place. 

The artwork can be made for t,vo 
colours using tones and over 
printing to give a finished print 
with quite a few colours. 

Full colour - naturalistic colour as 
in colour photos - is made of 4 
colours printed .on top of each other, 
These 'process colours' are yellow, 
magenta - a redish purple, cyan - 
a blue green and black. Process 
colours have to be printed in 
exactly the right place on each 
sheet. For this a printer needs good 
equipment, good' plates and 
separation negatives. This makes 
colour printing very expensive 
and only possible for long runs 
of magazines etc. 

Usually several pages are printed 
on one sheet of paper at the same 
time. Putting the pages in the 
right place for printing is called 
'imposition'. This enables the sheet 
to'be folded and cut easily to make 
the finished publication. 
If you are folding 
a sheet of paper once and 
printing on both sides, the 
imposition would look like this: 

pi--l-q /-q-q 
1st side 2nd side 

For books printed on a big machine 
but with small pages the sheet 
may be folded and cut many times. 
This makes the imposition quite 
complicated. For example: 

21 nd side 

2 

9 1 l k 
7 

-I 

'Print and Turn' work is the name 
given to printing a sheet of paper 
on both sides from only one plate 
or chase. This is done by turning 
the printed sheet over and round 
and printing it a second time. The 
printed sheet is then cut in half. 

5 
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Offset prints pictures, photos 
and illustrations as easily as 
words and also gives the best 
quality. 
It gives much more freedom to the 
design/artworker or customer. 
Reprints or jobs where the art- 
work is simple, can be done quickly 
and cheaply with offset. 
The artwork is quite easy to do 
yourself. Thus you save money and 
gain control over what your 
publication looks like. 
Offset is very quick. 
The photographic platemaking 
involved in offset allows you 
to have a lot done to the image. 
(The -image can be reduced or 
enlarged. It can be made into a 
negative image - 9reversed out", 
and tone can be put in behind parts 
of the im8ge. 

r 
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Offset litho machinery is usually 
less available than letterpress 
and is more expensive. 
Offset uses different skills and 
techniques than letterpress. But 
it only requires a few days 
training to pick up how to 
run small offset presses. 
It uses good quality paper 
which is more expensive than 
that used for letterpress. 
The films and plates are expensive 
and may have to be imported. 



Offset litho printing is a 
comparatively new method of printing 
It uses the lithographic principle 
of grease repelling water. 

An image is put on a metal plate 
photographically and processed. So 
Aen it is put on the press the non 
printing surface of the plate will 
bolB dampness and the printing image 
will pick up the greasy ink. 

Next the ink image is 'offset' onto 
another roller - the blanket. Then 
it is printed onto the paper, This 
enables the image to be right way 
round on both plate and paper, 

The photographic nature of this 
process splits printing in two. 
You can easily make the original 
-the artwork- which is to be 
photographed- for yourself. Then 
take it to the printer who makes 
the plate from the artwork and 
prints it, 

If you would like to do your own 
artwork see the design section,'. 
If you would like it done for you, 
look around for s designer, type- 
setter or paste up artist, 

Peeign efudente me,y do it for you 
as an exercise. 

Most offset printers have design 
and artwork departments. They 
could therefore do the whole job. 
But they may charge as much for the 
the artwork as they do for the 
printing. 



?he quality of the offset printed 
image depends on the quality of 
the offset plate. There are various 
ways of making plates. The old 
method was to draw out the image 
in reverse on flat stones and a 
print was taken from this. This 
method is still used for pine 
Art Lithography and Urdu 
printers - who use metal plates. 
Urdu and other scripts that are 
difficult to print by letterpress 
are easy to print by Direct 
Lithography. 
The text and pictures are drawn 
with special ink on transfer paper 
The transfer paper is then placed 

the plate face down. It is 
zessed onto the plate and a 
reverse image is transferred to 
the plate. Prints can then be 
taken directly from this reversed 
image. 
The Direct Lithography presses 
are old machines and hand fed. 
They are quite simple mechanically 
and a lot simpler than offset 
litho presses. 
Offset litho usually uses 
photographic methods to put the 
image on thin metal, plastic or 
paper plates. These are curled 
round the plate roller on the 

Direct image plates are made of 
paper. You draw or type on them 
directly. Greasy ink and special 
typewriter ribbons are used to 
put the image on the plate. This 
is then covered with 'fix' and 
printed. 

These plates are made for short 
runs of 1000 to 5000 copies. They 
are cheap and easy to uses Try 
and ask your printer to print 
from the plates you draw up 
yourself. 

Most Direct Image plates are A4 or 
A3 for use on small offset presses. 

Work out the design of your material 
carefully before starting on the 
plate. Corrections are difficult if 
not impossible. 

With a non-reproducing pencil you 
can draw out a grid or image on 
the plate. Then go over it with 
speciel inks or type the text. 
Carbon ribbons for typewriters and 
carbon paper work on direct image 
plates. So do some spirit based 
felt tips and normal wax crayons 
as well as specially made pens, 
pencils and inks. 
Even the grease on your finger tips 
may produce an image. So be careful 
when working on the plate not to 
leave finger prints. 

tiperiment to see what works on 
the direct image plates and 
produces the results you want. 

Press gently so that you do not 
indent the plate surface'. This 
will stop the image printing 
clearly. 
It takes a bit of time to become 
familiar with the process of putting 
an image on the Direct Image plate. 
Once you have, they can become very 
useful as they are so quick to use. 
They do involve doing it yourself 
but they are much cheaper than other 
sorts of plates. 



photo cqy 
$&es 
It is possible to make offset litho 
plates using photocopying principles 
Cheap end quick plates make offset 
printing more accessible. It 
becomes part of the vcopyingv 
industry aa well as the printing 

Generally photocopy plates are not a: 
good as metal plates. They are not 
able to print fine dots smaller than 
8C dots to the inch. Also the paper 
and plastic plates most often 
produced on copiers can only print 
a limited number of copies. Some 
can print only 1000 copies. Most 
photocopy platemakers cannot reduce 
or enlarge the original. It is 
more difficult to get rid of 
shadows or paste up lines from 
these plates. The original or 
artwork therefore has to be as 
flat and clean as possible. 

YOU can make offset plates on 
normal plain paper photo copiers 
by copying onto Direct Image plates. 
or you can use specially ma.de 
photo copiers which use special 
plastic or paper plates. 

The Diffusion Transfer system is 
used to copy onto metal plates. 
They are more expensive than the 
other copier plates. But IJT plates 
can produce a large number of 
copies of fairly good quality. 

CHILD-to-chi 
programme 

Early siqns of illness I 
the Idea 
Yuung chold,en often fall ,I, suddenly 
and canno, tell olde, people what ,hey 
feel 

Thtr sheet rhould be read rwth sheet 
‘Carmg lo, Chddren who are SIC;’ 

Older children often nottce ea,,k 
rtg”r of illness while they arc I” cha,ge 
Of bab:er and raung chaldren. If they can 
leader which SIGNS .,,E more dangerour, 
lhev can tell rhe RIGHT PERSON and 
Prevenf “nneces~ar” ruffemg and even 
death. 

the Healthy Child 



I pkak 
Most offset plates used now are 
metal plates. They can print fine 
halftones and long runs, 
These plates are made of zinc or 
aluminium. They have to be processed 
to make them sensitive to Ultra 
Violet light. They are then exposed 
through the negative to put the 
image on the plate. After that they 
are developed and etched to make them 
ready to print. 

Different materials end chemicals 
are used in different plants. But 
essentially the metal plate has to 
be first of ail grained. This 
makes the flat metal receptive to 
water. It is then covered with an 
even coating of light sensitive 
emulsion. This is done on a machine 
tailed a whirler which revolves 
the plate very fast. This 
distributes the emulsion by 
centrafugal force evenly over the 
plate. 

The image is put on the plate by 
exposing it through the negative 
to TJV light. The negative is made 
on a process camera so that it is 
the saae size as the print. 

The negative is made in line film 
for the line images. That is the 
black and white drawings, type,and 
headlines. Or it is screened into 
a dot pattern - a halftone for the 
continuous tone images such as 
pencil drawings or photos. The 
screened negative is taped into 
the main line negative to make 
up a complete negative. 

While making the negative on the 
camera the image or part of the 
image can be reduced or enlarged. 
The photos have to be rephotogra.phed 
for screening. They can be enlarged 
or reduced whilst this is being 
done easily. 
Fart of the image can be reversed ou 
This' makes the image white on a 

10 
printed background. Or tone can be 
put in as background if so desired. 

Once the negative is made, it is 
placed on the metal plate and 
exposed to U.V. light. The easiest 
source of this is the sun. It is 
then developed and can be etched 
to make it able to print off long 
runs. 

The photographic process involved 
and the skill needed makes these 
sorts of plates expensive. The 
process takes time and is often done 
at specialist workshops rather than 
by the small offset printers. 
Flatemaking costs the same for 500 
as 5000 copies. 

But the plates can be kept quite 
easily once the first printing has 
been done. So reprints are much 
easier and cheaper. 

Presensitized metal plates are much 
quicker to use. They are supplied 
already light sensitive and only 
need exposing and develo;ping. They 
are able to take fine images and 
print long runs. Whirling and 
graining machinery are not needed. 
But prssensitized plates1 may not be 
available locally. They will need 
importing and will be quite 
expensive. They may also be a 
problem to store for a long time 
in a hot and damp climate. 



printing 
Once the rimage has been put on 
the- plate, it is put round the 
plate roller of the litho press. 
The plate goes round and round on 
tha press and la c overed with weter 
(fount solution) end ink, !Fhe image 
picks up the ink and the bon image 
mea picka up the water. 

The balance between water and ink 
is vital for good printing. Too 
much ink and you get black atreaks. 
Too little water and you get 
acuMin& - a grey meea. 

The ink image is transferred from 
the plate onto a rubber roller (the 
blanket). The blanket roller then 
transfers it onto the paper. The 
intermediate (offset) stage enables 
the image to be printed right way 
round. 

Offset litho presses can print on 
moet papers and cards. They are 
automatic amchines and are not ae 
flexible au hand fed letterpreee 
or screen printing. So print* on 
material of different thickmmses 
and quality canbe aproblem. 

They are however very quick and are 
not difficult machines to operate. 
The main job ie to keep the paper 
flowing through the press and the 
balance between ink and water right. 

CrVss sections of c&d Ml0 presses. 



Letterpress printing is the 
traditional method of printing. 
It has been used for centuries. 
The ilettering or text and headlines 
are printed from moveable relief 
metal letters called type. Pictures 
are printed from separate relief 
blocks. These are usually photo- 
engraved. The image is raised above 
the body of the block so that only 
it w-El be printed. 

The type is taken out of cases and 
put together to make words, lines and 
columns of text, These are put with 
borders, rules, and pictures to make 
pages, This is called composing. All 
these elements are locked up in a 
frame. The frame is put on a press 
which inks the raised type and 
blocks. It then prints them by 
pressing the paper against the 
inked type and blocks. 

letterpress printers are the most 
widely available form of printing 
(in India). 
it is cheap. 
it is suitable for printing on mosi 
paper, card, envelopes etc. The 
paper can be cheap. 
Small printers use labour intensive 
hand methods of letterpress. This 
gives lots of people jobs and 
creates a readly available skilled 
labour force. 

The cost of setting type by hand 
is reflected in the cost of the 
first 1000 copies. So for a print 
order of 500 the cost is almost 
the same as 1000. 
Reprints may be difficult as a 
printer may not be able to keep 
cur type standin 
o be used for ot er % 

. It may have 
jobs. 

age design that is very free and 
a lot of pictures will be 
ensive and difficult. 
dsetting may be slow, inaccurate 

and expensive. 



e text you give the printer should 
be typed with double spacing 
be on one aide of the paper 
have clear instructions about the 
way you want it set. 

Meny printers like to take decisions 
about setting themselves. They will 
rarely, therefore ask the customer 
what they want. Their excuse is 
that they know what they are doing 
or that it costs too much to change 
their way of doing things. 
This way of working though will not 
give you a cheap or necessarily an 
attractive publication. So it is 
important that you the customer 
say clearly what you want. Or 
consult the printer and approve 
each of their decisions. 
Points to consider: 

c" 
he size and 
yle of type. 
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the leading. 
size and style 

o headlines. 

9 
the grid - the 
argins and width 
of column. 

t 
the position 

o each element 
on the 
page. 

(see the design section.) 
Use type measurements 
and proof reading symbols 
to give these instructions 
on the text. Write 

Give the compositor a layout. On this 
show where everything is tc go on tbe 
page, on which page each article and 
pictures are to go. 

Any change8 in the setting or the 
layout is expensive. Therefore it is 
important to do your own copyfitting 
and layout accurately so that there 
will be no need to reset. It will also 
look bad if the printer squashs up a 

' paragraph so that an article fits onto 
tbe page allotted to it. 

One way round this is to proof read 
the *galley' proofs. This is the 
copy of the type bsforF it has been 
made into pages. Use tnis to makes a 
layout by pasting it up as pages. 

From this dummy you can measure off 
exactly how much space you have left. 
You will then be able to reduce or 
enlarge the photos, illustrations or 
headlines to fit the space, 

The leading between the lines can 
also be reduced or enlarged to make 
the text longer or shorter if 
necessary. 

You can use the dummy to show the 
compositor exactly what you want. 
It gives you control overtbe 
design of your publication, 



1 u 
The t,ype is assembled with the 
blocks, rules and borders by hand. 
This process is called composing. 
The type is .atored in trays - 
'cases'. Each case ha8 little 
compartments for each letter, space 
symbol and number. 

To make the words the type is put in 
a metal holder which is called a 
'stick'. This can be adjusted to the 
length of line you need. Each line 
of type has to be made the same 
length, All the lines together make 
a rectangle which can be gripped 
tight when locked up. 

The type is arranged upside down and 
read right to left, so that it will 
print rigbt way round on the paper. 
Therefore it takes time to learn to 
set type by hand accurately. Space ie 
put in to make the line of type the 
length required. This.is done b] 
putting spaces either: 
between the. words to make the 
right hand margin a straight 
edge. This is called 
justification. 
or the spaces can be put on the 
end of the lines. This is called 
unjustified setting, 

The complete lines ere taken from 
the stick and put on a tray - a 
*galley*. They are assembled into 
columns and tied with string. 

The headlines, rules, borders, 
and blocks are then assembled on 
the 'stane' - a flat iron topped 
table. Then the type is put in place 
with all the other elements. Pieces 
of wood are USed to keep them all 
together. Tbis is called the 
*furniture'. The complete page or 
pages are then locked into an iron 
frame called the *chasL?'. This is.' 
then put into the press and the 

1 

rints are taken from it. 

II 
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Hot metal machine8 sre USed by large 
printers, newspapers and type- 
foundaries. These machines assemble 
a line of type moulds from what the 
operator types in. The machine then 
casts new type from tbese mOUPd8. 
Hand setting and storing type 
therefore becomes unnecessary. 

Once the type is set it is printed 
on a small flat bed proofing press. 
to check for mistakes. This is 
called a *galleyV proof. It is 
important to read very carefully 
through the setting. Look for 
mistakes in setting as well a8 
spelling mistakes. Sometime8 even 
whole Words, lines or paragraph8 
are missing and sometimes the 
printers use the wrong kind of type. 

Corrections are quite easy to do. 
The type is changed and then locked 
up again. 

Proofs are also taken of the whole 
page - celled 'page proofs'. These 
enable you to check if the correct 
headline8 and pictures have been 
put in the right place. 

Proofing presses come in all sizes, 
Some can be useful for printing 
short run*; notices, posters etc 
without going any further to a 
proper press. The type is placed on 
the flat bed. It is rolled over with 
ink and paper is put on top, Tbs 
impression roller is pulled across, 
pressing the paper against the type. 
The printed paper is taken off by 
band. 

The type is sometimes fastened in 
place on the fla t bed with magnets. 
This avoid8 locking up, necessary 
for the printing on proper presses, 

Make sure that the printoss 
understand the proofing symbols 
you are using. 

See page 25 section 1 ior more G.n 
proof reading. 



Pictures are printed by letterpress 
from blocks. These are relief blocks 
specially made with the picture on 
top in relief. 

Small blocks are made of solid metal 
Lager ones are made by nailing the 
engraved image on to a wood base. Th 
engraving is usually done photograph 
photographically on to a thin plate 
of zinc, an other metal or on plasti 
Photo-engraving is usually done by 
a specialist company and can be 
quite expensive. 

A cheap way to make your publication 
more visually interesting is to use 
the blocks, borders and rules that 
the printer has in stock. Look 
through their catalogue or samples 
of what they have done. Draw out 
a layout showing where dach block 
is to be used. Even by using simple 
rules - solid Pines - a publication 
can take on a visually interesting 
style. 

Blocks held in stock are used for 
wedding.cards, religious notices, 
political parties etc. Some printers 
may have a large selection. Some of 
these blocks may be quite useful 
for your publication. 

You may have your own symbol, which 
can be made into a block by the 
photo engraver. Once made you can 
keep this block and use it when 
ever you are having something 
printed. 



me way of avoiding the cost of 
photo engraving is to get or cut 
your own blocks by hand. This is 
p&i my of making your publication 
v&isuallg interesting. 

Local artists may be able to carva 
a block. They may also be able to 
do the illustrations in a local 
style which people relate to and 
understand. 
Blocks are cut in wood but softer 
materials like linoleum or packing 
rubber are also suitable. They are 
easier to cut and good for printing 
short runs. 
Before photography,all illustrations 
were engraved on wood by hand. The 
skills to this have been lost and 
destroyed in the West. They may 
exist in.the Third World - being 
used for other art and carving work. 
They could be developed and adapted 
to produce blocks for printing 
pictures. 

The image is cut on the linoleum 
or rubber and is mounted onto 
the block board to make it the 
same height as type. It can then 
be printed with letterpress type. 
This means the block has to be 
(type high' - which is .918 
of an inch. This has to be fairly 
exact so there is no problem in 
printing both block and type 
together. 
The image will be reversed in 
printing. So any image and words 
will have to be drawn and cut 
in reverse on the block. To do 
this draw the image out on tracing 
paper in soft pencil, Turn the 
paper over. Press it against the 
front of the block material. Go 
over the image again so that the 
pressure of the pencil will apply a 
Light pencil image, in reverse, 
onto the block. 

Cut away the material around the 
image by at least *of an inch. SO 
that only the image to be printed 
is raised above the block and will 
be able to be inked and printed. 

There sre special cutting tools for 
cutting blocks. But a small sharp 

knife,chisel,scalpel or even a 
small nail knife, used by barbera, 
in India, will do. A variety of 
knives of different,thicknesses are 
useful for cutting out details or 

Phe material of the block must be 
strong enough to print, but soft 
!nough to cut easily. You will have 
:o experiment with locally available 
Qaterials. Wood is the best for 
finer detail and longer runs, 
especially if the carver is 
used to working in wood. The 
wood should be 'type high' that 
is .918 of an inch. Linoleum is 
a floor covering and the thick matt 
sort is the best to use. Cut out 
a piece you need from the sheet 
and cut away the non 



printing area without going right 
through the linoleum. This will then 
be easier to mount on block board to 
make it up to the right height. 
Rubber as used for packing piping 
and other engineering products can 
al.30 be used. It should be quite 
strong ar,d at least & of an inch 
thick. This will also have to be 
mounted on wood to make it type high. 

Photo engravers use zinc on which to 
cut th;ir blocks. You may be able to 
get pieces of this zinc. On it you 
can paint pictures with an acid 
resistant paint which the. photo 
engraver uses. The block is ljut in 
engravers acid. This cuts away the 
block except where the paint has 
been applied. Then mount and print 
the zinc block just like any other. 

Before you cut a block first work out 
how it is going to fit onto the page. 
Ising able to make illustrations 
cheaply and eaaily yourself gives 
you & freedom of design. This could 
change the way your publication 
looks. 

Once the block is cut and mcunted, 
t&e it to your local letterpresa 
prin-ter. Provide a layout to show 
where this block will go. The 

- should be able to do the 
%%?%d print your block with 
their type at the same time, 



A block can bet made photographically 
from most sorts of images. In line 
or in halftone. Line blocks are 
cheaper and print better than half- 
tone blocks. 

The blocks are made using a process 
camera to photograph artwork. While 
doing this the size can be reduced 
or enlarged quite,easily to fit the 
design. Mark the width you want the 
blocks made on an overlay or on the 
border of the picture. 

Halftone blocks sre a bit more 
expeneive than line blocks. They 
involve more work and skill in 
getting all the dots right and 
maintaining the range of tones in tht 
picture. 
You rrill have to decide the size of 
dot screen you want used. Large dots 
produced by a 60 lines to the inch 
ecreen will look 8 bit crude and 
obvious. But it printa the photo 
more clearly than the finer screens. 
The choice of screen depends on the 
quality of paper you print on* In 
some books the htiftones are 
printed on specially glossy paper. 
While the text is printed on rough 
cheaper paper. 
Generally letterpreae does not print 
halftones very well. It is therefore 
advisable to use line images instead. 
Co to the block maker yourself and 
get the blocks made. This can avoid 
xtra charges and delays and give 
ou more control over the job. 
en you take the pictures to the 

makers you will have to tell 
Bhem: @the 

want 
size of picture you 

0 the size of dots in the halftone. 
@and any other work you 

want done to the image, 
such as reversing out or 
putting in a flat tone 

l 
background. 
they can also cut out 
unwanted background from 
the image. 

60 Dots io the inchA 



After the composing,all the type,blocl 
and furniture are locked in the metal 
frame, the 'chase'. It is fixed to thl 
presse The type is tightly locked in 
so that none falls out when carried 
round. 

ses 

There are a lot of different sorts of 
letterpress presses. They all involve 
the inking of the type with rollers 
and the pressing of paper against the 
inked type - the impression. 

The evenness of impression and of 
inking are important in good 
printing. 

The oldest sort of press still in use 
is similar to those used by the 
earliest European printers but it 
is now made of metal. 

The paper is put on top of the 
inked type and covered by padding 
and a pressure plate. !Che bed with 
type,paper and pressure plate is 
slid under the screw which 
pressee down the paper against the 
type l 

Proofing presses are flat bed 
presses-in which a roller presses 
the paper down against the type. 

Cylinder flat bed presses use 
similar principles. They print 
bigger sheets of paper. With this 
sort of press the paper is held on 
the impression cylinder. This 
goes round as the type is moved 
under it. 

With older and smaller machines the 
paper is fed in and taken out by 
hand. Most have a motor that makes 
it move but some are operated by 
the machine minders foot. 

More modern machines have an 
automatic paper feed. They can 
print far more quickly than the 
old hand fed presses. 



The platenyesses are the most 
common sort of press. They came 
in all sizes. Some only print on 
cards and fit on a desk. Others 
print on 20x15 ins.paper and 
are used by commercial jobbing 
printers. With platen presses 
the paper is brought up to the 
type which is held upright. 
The rotary letterpress machine is 
used for very long runs, to print 
books and newspapers. The type has 
to be recast to-fit round a 
cylinder. From this 1000s of 
copies sre printed onto a roll 
of paper which is called a web. 

P 
The margins on each page should be 
in the same place through out the 
publication. Hold up the pages to the 
light to check that the pages back l?p 
properly. You will then see if the 
margins on both sides of the paper 
are in the same place. A good printer 
can do this easfly. 

ShoH.through 
When printing 'shows through' the 
saner it can make reading double 
&zed work difficult. Letterpress 
ink on some thin papers can do 
this. Care should be taken to use 
the right ink and paper, A thicker 
paper will be more expensive but 
mav well be worth it. 

Photos 
Photos of fine dots printed on rough 
paper can be quite unrecognisable - 
dblack squares. Care should be taken 
to choose a photo with good black 
and white contrasts. Use a good 
photo engraver. And make sure the 
dots are the right size for the 
paper. Use larger dots for rougher 
paper. 

Letterpress indent 
Correct printing with letterpress 
is meant-to make the type just 
touch or 'kiss' the paper. Often 
the impression is harder and 
indents the paper. You can often 
feel the print and tell if it is 
letterpress because of this. 



A aizsa - The Standard International Metric 
D-&93. 

Artwork - the original from which photographic 
prix3t processes COPY. 

The rubber roller that ie 3n 
~~!$$&te roller between the offeet 
plate end the paper. 

Bleed - TO mak9 an imege go to the edge Of 
-F&e. This is done by printing *inch 
more image end trimming the sheet to the 
finished size. 

Block - A piece of metal or wood with a rai33d 
G OII the top of it. From which a Picture 
is &.nted in letterpress printing. 

Sold - heavy or thick typeface 
sirck - name a3 bold 

Castinn off - calculating the number of llnos 
and epacee the tsxt will take when typeeet. 

Copy fitting is the eeme proceee but starting 
from a given space. 

Chase - The frame in which the typeset pSee 
inld in letterpress Printing. 

- putting each sheet of printed paper 
order for binding. 

Continuous tone - An -image - like a photo i th& 
1s made of tones.To be printed they have to be 
converted into helf tones. 

the printer who eete the type and 
page in letterPre33 printing. 

Emulsicn:- ueually the light eensitive chemioel 
whxh le used oiz r^Qm k etenoil. 

Grid - the basic pattern of line3 - Barking 
XgFns and column3 of a page. 

Gri ed 9 - the edge of the paper that is fed 
5Zi+d press first. It must be straight & 

square. It ie utrually impoesible to print 
right to this edge, allow abaut $ to * Snch. 

GI!? - grammes per square metre. A unit for 
G&uriug paper weight. Also 'gem'. 

Halftone3 - the photo or drawing in the dot 
.paffernTo represent ths continuous 
tones of the original. 

Imuoeitiond- the arrangement of the pages on 
the pnnte eheet of paper. 

Iet~reesion roller - the roller which presses 
the FsP@r against the stencil or blanket to 
make a print. 

Kaockin u - to make a pile of paper equare 
biGit againat a flat 3urSace. 

Iesout - A pb or drarring of the design of a 
Pege used to instruct compositor3 how to 
UTapge the page. 

K#ins film - a film that produce3 black and 
white imags.9 only. Used in plate and block 
-g. 

btraeet - a meke of dry trenafer lettering 

M&k&r~~;i~~o;~b~jueting the press to 

ptllOtYUt3 - a make of hot metal typesetting 
eachine; this one caets individuellettere. 

MOirs - a pattern caused by Putting two eoreena 
atop of each other. 

ueative - how the film is once exposed aud 
b3YelOped. The black image becomes clear film 
end the white inage becomea emuleion. 

Offset i short for offeet litho printing. 
-0 the process where the inked image 
is transfered from the plate onto the 
blanket and then on to the paper. 

opaque -notl&tinglighttbrou@. 

p&ate up - to etick down artwork 

mint - a unit of measurement used fnr Qps, 
n-inte in a0 inch 

perfact binding - a glue binding need for paper 
backs. -- 

Pica - a unit of measurement used for layoute 

T$cae in an inch 

oof - +E en initial copy of typesetting used to 
c ec ftir mistakes. 

Qltirs - 25 sheeta of paper 

- printing in the right place 
80 that the printed colours ' 

will fit together correctly. 

m- 500 sheets of paper 

Rule3 - used to Print lines in letterpreee 

Sommsr - an electronic etancil auttet 

F? 
- as la ecreen printing - a meeh of 

ny on or cotton atretched on a fram@ and 
ueed to print stencils. 

- ae in half tons3 - a eheet of glaee 
or plastic with fine lines drawn on it. 
Through this photoa are rephotographed trc 
convert them into dote or half tanee. 

%-TF 
- When the printed image on the 

o er s e of the paper shows too clearly 
through the paper. 

~~Lat~t~~3~~i:~t:fo~ 2: 
d other lighter colour. 

m - to out the edge of a prlntsd sheet 

ultra Violet - light of a high frequency used 
%O process plate3 and etsncils 

Upper case - capital letters 

m- printing paper in a roll. Therefore a 
Web.prese will be one that prints onto a 
roll of paper rather than onto sheeta. 
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This .is the 4th section of 
the handbook on low cost 
printing for development. 
There are 4 separate sections. 

The 1st section is an 
introduution and about design. 
It covers: 
the background to this work 
alternatives to print 
planning 
choosing a print method 
design:-ideas 
design: approaches 
design% techniques 

and finishing. 

The 2nd section on do-it- 
yourself printing covers: 
block printing 
stencil duplicating 
screen printing 
hecto jelly pads 
spirit duplicating 

and photo copying. 

The 3rd section is on using 
a .printer and covers: 
dealing with a printer 
colour 
imposition 
offset litho printing 
letterpress printing 

and words. 

L 
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The best.way to be sure of access 
to low cost printing is to have 
your own printshop. 

Access to print can create demand, 
Even the simplest printshop can 
begin to show people what they can 
do. Once they realise printing is 
accessible new uses will be 
discovered. New ways will be found 
to teach, to learn, and for people 
to communicate! 

An accessible and non-commercial 
printshop can Create a different 
relation with its customers. 

Your own printehop can become 
specialiaed in solving your own 
problems. But it may also be 
relev~t to other educational and 
devolopiaent projects. 

A printshop need not be a large 
factory concern, elapecially in the 
beginniq. It may just be a cupboarq 
and a space that can be used .when 
the need arises. 

The decentralisation of printing 
facilities can make printing more 
accesoib2e to everyone* This can 
mean that access to print is gained 
where it is needed, in the 
countryside aa well as in the 
cities. This ‘creates a form of 
communication that is quite different 
from the usual u8e of print. 

An example of this is the spread of 
‘in-plant’ printing in the West. Small 
offset litho preaaes have been 
developed which are ea8y and convenient 
to u8e in off-ices. The office is there-‘ 
fore able to send out its own 
information without using an outside 
printer. Everything is in the control 
of the people who work in that off ice. 

This example could be followed where 
there is a mucrh greater and more 
retd need. Schools, colleges, 
community centree, education, 
development and health projects 
could all make greater use of prtit. 
Every town could have Borne form of 
non-commercial community presle. 
Instead of the large centralised 
printing factories a whole system 
of self-supporting slnall scale 
printshops could be established. 
A bscba3p service would be needed. 
But this would be easier with a 
simpler technology than with the 
large scale high technology. 

Most of the methods described 
in this book are ideal for the 
creation of a decentralieed 
printing network. 
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If you are Zhiriking of setting up 
a ?rintshop, consider carefully : 

Nh& you want to print ai presEtxt 
and in the fu*Qre. 
the number of copies you want. 
tie sort of images you will use. 
he print method that is 
appropriate for the job. 
the cost of pa_oer and other 

the total cost of having it 
printed for you or doing it 
yourself. 
whether you would publish 
more if it were cheaper. 
the time - would it be quicker 
for you to do it yourmlf or 
for an outs&de printer to do it? 
whether other organisations and 
resources in your E&I-8& could share 
the cost of running a printsho? 
with you. They could perhaps be 
customers or help with buying 
the equipment or give money. 
yoether your organisation has 
%he tirae and space to organise 
and sq;;aff P printshop. 
--- 

2 

c 

Roughly there are three different 
sorts of non-commercial printshops. 

9 Do-it-yourself printshops or 
3w3ourc8 centres. 

PrGtshops can be places where 
people g6 to print their own 
publications themselves. These 
printshops will have fairly a?mpL& 
equipment. They will only need 
staff to show people how to use the 
equipment. They ~$11 also order 
materials and make surf that the 
equipment is running. 

Screen printing and stencil 
duplicating axe the most useful 
methods for these sort8 of print 
shops. 

2 In-plant 
may non-COBmmcrial orgaaeationar 
benefit from haviag their own print 
shop. This could be of varying scale, 
dependbag en the cite of ,$he 
org;aniaatioa md ite needa. 

It mg be tiorth ra-thinking how the 
resources ire wed and raharixqg them 
with other groups aad letting more 
people uem them. 

3 Independent presses 
There are anit a few sorts of 
independent presses. 

They are started: 
-aa a way of helping groups in 
an area d8VelOp and COIfUUuniCate. 

-as a job creation project 

-as a co-operative 

-or a8 a private press for an 
individual or group. 

-with political,social or 
educational objectives, 



One of the +sst ways of setting up 
a printshoi; 
facilities. 

is by using existing 
Often they are more 

effective when more than one 
organisation uses them. 

One organisation can give money, 
another a duplicator, another 
the space for the printshop itself 
and yet another workers to run the 
printshop. If the equipment and 
materials are taken out of the 
office and put in a printshop open 
to all, printing becomes more 
accessible. The more people use 
the printshop, the better it 
serves She cornmunitF3and the 
more equipment and materials 
available the greater the 
possiblilties. 

Work on a larger scale at one 
printshop makes things cheaper, The 
paper, inks and Other materials can 
be bought in bulk. Even staffing the 
printshop does not come too much 
work. 

People working together and sharing 
equipm8nt develop links. This cc:CLd 
be useful in lots of ways and be 
extended into other sreas. For 
exsmple a local newspaper could 
zover health, agricultural and 
general development news. 

In the printshop a small display of 
the work done can give people an 
idea of what is possible. It also 
BCQ aa a source of news and 
information, This may become a 
smsll shop selling the publications 
produced at the press. 

You may be suprised what resources 
you find under used or waiting to 
be used. It; official perlnission 
is not possible you may be able to 
get access to printing resouro88 
after hours and uncfficially. 

The printing resources in many 
schools and colleges are under usede 
As well as producing its own material 
a school could produce educational 
material for other schools or loyal 
oommunity groups. Then students would 
be learning about printing and design 
and helping the community at the ssme 
time. 

Students will come to understand 
the subject better when they are 
required to design and print 
educational material for it. 
Students could even be paid to 
work after school to print off the 
educational material that the school 
needs. This may still be cheaper 
than buying commercial materials in 
the market. 

Many institutions have useful 
printing, duplicating or other 
equipment. Often the problem is 
to get access to it. Local groups 
should find out about what these 
institutions have and demand 
access. This may benefit both sides 
and could improve the facilities. 

Often in an institution the use of 
the printing equipment is restricted. 
Outside pressure ought to join with 
those inside who want access too, 
Apply to the people who run the 
institution but also to the people 
who use the equipment. 



Printing is often organised 
so that it is difficult for many 
people to use@ The duplicator in 
the office fOF example may have a 
limited use because of where it is. 

Small scale printshops can be 
organised differently. 

Hake sure people know how to we 
the equipment and can do so when 
they want. This is also important 
in keeping the printshop going 
when the main workers go away or 
are sick. 

Larger printshops have to be legally 
organised, 

Often an independent co-operative 
basis is a good way to work. It 
gives the people who do the work 
involvement and control. It frees 
the parent organisation from the 
legal responsibility without 
loosing the easy access to print. 

What ever basis you start we hope 
you will bscome a 'community* press. 
That is serving your community. 

As a non-commercial press you will 
also be free of commercial 
pressures. You catl encourage small 
scsle local publishing as well as 
helping useful educatdonal projects. 

Low cost printing may be important 
to all kinds of concerns. And 
funding for print projects could 
be obtained under many headings. 

Your printshop could be funded as 
a training or job creation project. 

It could be funded as a resource 
for health education, schools, 
adult literacy etc. 

International aid and charitable 
organisations as well as 
government sources give grants. 
Care should be taken however that 
they do not try to operate 
censorship or lay down 
conditions on which you should 
operate. b¶ake sure they do not 
give you equipment that will not 
be able to use or run effect%vsly, 

It may be possible to get a laan 
with which to buy the aaquipraent 
and set up ahop. The ssges and 
running coats oould come from the 
income of the press. 

Some pressee have begged, borrowed 
or been given equipment. Some 
government offices or commercial 
printers may have unused equipment 
stored away. Asking for equipment 
may be easier than asking for 

money. rZhough you may find old 
equipment for which it is impossible 
to get spare parts or repairs done. 

Print pxejects havr been funded 
Wt 

Govex%ment-educatio departmenta 
--health education 
-agricultural exteasica 
-adult education 
-small soale industry 
-and ~0-0~ development 

Aid from other governnaerts 
and international chsrities 

Independent agenoies 
miasiomry project8 

and by self help. 



A printshop will need space, 
people snd equipment. 

1 space 

Stencil duplicating machines are 
often kept in a cupboard or 0x1 the 
table or floor. They hardly take up 
any space, and you can bring them 
out when you need to, Rut stencil 
duplicating can produce much better 
results if you give it a special 
space to work on it. And if you 
consider it in a new way. 

TO ammrage this it m~ay be useful 
to mave the duplicator from ths 
0ffi00 to I mpeOial print Or 
commications room* Here the 
duplimtor and the stook of paper, 
stemcirs etc can be set up so they 
can be used easily. A stock of 
different ~oloured card and papers 
ulXL eno~ people to experiment 
and use them. A typewriter and table 
for cutting stencils should be set 
up as well. Examples of good 
duplicating on the walls will also 
encourage people to try out new 
ways of doing things. 

Flat tables or working space make it 
possible for a group of people to 
take part. Everyone can gather round 
learn what is done, and give their 
suggestions. 

2 people 
Stencil duplicating is so simple 
it is easy to presume that everyone 
can do it without help. Rut a _- 

stencil duplicating self-help 
printshop must be staffed. Everyone 
who wants to use it should 
be trained how to do so properly 
without damagtng the equipment. 
Remember an electronic stencil 
cutter is nor8 delicate than the 
duplicator. So people are needed 
to teach everyone how to use it 
carefully and get the best out of 
the equipment available. 

The print room will also need 
supervision. The stocks will have 
to be ordered and kept up. And if 
something goes wrong someone will 
have to be on call to mend it or 
get it mended. 
You could run the stencil duplicating 
printshop on a service basl.3. This 
could be combined with a typing. 
service and could be useful to small 
organisations. It could be run by 
one or two people. And they could 
pick up how to use the equipment 
quite easily. 



A stencil duplicator can be bought 
quite cheaply without an electric 
motor. It is easy to use by hand 
without a rootor, which is often an 
unecessary luxury. 

An electronic stencil cutter will 
extend the use of your duplicator, 
This is quite 831 expensive piece 
of equipment. It requires a regular 
electricity supply and is likely 
to go wrong and need maintenance. 
But it does enable you to duplicate 
~&l kinds of cuttings,pictures etc. 
A duplicator can be used to print 
different colours and not just black. 
So more than one duplicator can be 
useful. The second one can be inked 
up in a eecond colour all the time. 
If this is not possible you can get 
a colour change kit for a 2 cylinder 
machine or a epare drum for a one 
drum machine. Or you could build 
yourself a flat bed duplicator to 
print the second colour. 

Euplicatlng aapaipment ie 
simpze to mBinta&lyouraelf, 
with the exception of the scammro 
Stock up on spare parts and learn 
ae nmeh a8 poaeiblp how the machine 
work, and how 'it is tr,ken qpart and 
fits together again. 

iii 
with an electric motor 
or without. 
with a colour chaagm kit 
~ra8pa2xmWm. 

a 2nd duplicator for a 2nd colour 
or 6i flat bed duplioatos. 

an electronic atencil cutter 

a typewriter 

old ball point -pens or styluses 
and a stencil cutting sheet. 

matsrialst typing rtenoils 
d-z%sKi*- iSt~320~1= 
i!io~ etencils 
blaok aad other 
ooloured ink 
absorbent paper and aam 
correcting fluid 

spare partsr f3pare soreeae 
drive bsltr 
imprearsion roller8 
paper feed rollers 
drum felt 



What you will need: 

1 epace 
Screen printing can be done on a 
very small scale. It needs just 
a cupboard to store the equipment 
and a table to use when printing. 
But it can be used for more 
sophisticated production on a 
fill1 time basis which requires 
quite a large space. 

Space is needed for prir%iw *Ijnd 
drying. BvergGhing printed will 
need hanging up or spreading out 
so it can dry without touching 
the other prints. A drying rack 
is the best,but a clothes line 
will do. 

Remember screen printing ink and 
solvents are not gl>od to inhale. 
The screen printing room should 
therefor* b;: well ventilated. 

2 pople 
Screen printing is a manual moce88 
and requires a-lot of w6rk. -%ut it 
is easy to do. It can be set up as 
a self help printshop or as a 
service press. 

Screen printing takes quite alot 
of time to do yourself. A poster 
will take about a day to print. 
After printing a few posters you 
will have picked up the process so 
that you will not need an~p furtber 
teaching. 

It is best to do the printing with 
two or more people: 
one to print 
one to put the paper down under 
the screen 

and one to hang up the prints to 
dry. 

Screen printing is cheap to aet up. 
It is very useful for printing aJ.1 
kinds of things in fairly amal. 
numbers. It iatherefore the ideal 
method for starting a wintshop, - 

1 



PRINT YOclR OWN RURAL NEWSPAP& 

Make several screens of different 
aiees for different sorts of jobs. 
Some with fine mesh for printing 
fine details and others with 
larger mesh for simpler jobs. 

If you ars using photo stencils 
y31.1 will need access to a 
darkroom or a room where you can 
work in yellow safe light. 

Equipment listt 

wooden screens of various sises 
covered ia fine nylon meah 

or with cotton 
or-die. 

base boards for acreens 
squsegees to fit iqside screens 
sharp knives for cutting stencils 
paint brushes, penuils etc 
spoons and jars for mixing ink. 

Exposing frame for photo etencilo 
snd W light source (though you 
can,use the sun) 
eink and running water to clean 
acreens and w&h out rstenoils 

clothes line and pegs for drying 
print3 or other arrengmsnt. 

materials 

brown tape 
stencil film and adhering fluid 
filler 
newsprint paper or other thin 
paper for cut stencils 
screen inks 
fabric dyes and binder 
solvents and thinners 

ootton rags end old newspapers 
for cleaning 

paper to print on 
masking tape 



What you will need: 

1 amae 

Offset litho presses me made in 
different sises. Some pressss sre 
ths size of duplicators and are 
used in offices. Others are huge 
presses used in lage factories. 

TO keep an expen8iv8 press going 
involve8 quite a large turn ovex- nf 
work. You will thereftire need space 
for paper storage, darkroom end 
platsmaking, print storage, dee!ign 
and artwork areas and an office. 

Offset presses have bssn set up in 
old garages, small shops or in a vsn 
bee page 15 on the Micro Mobile). 
But its good to have space in which 
to work affectively, A shop front 
for customers to come off the street 
easily would be ussf'ul. 

The press itself will be heavey, . 
noisy and vibrates. So it will 
need a strong floor,preferably 
stone or concrete, 

2 people 

Offset litho presses can be operated 
by just a few people. The makers 
of small offset presses offer 5 day 
courses in operating their presses. 
Msny people have just picked up how 
to oiarate a machine. All it needs is 
a bit of help from other printers, 
the instruction manuals and the 
ability to lesrn from running the 
machine. But it is different from 
other printing methods. It requires 
a good knowledge of the particular 
machine to get good results. 

Some printshops have arrangsmenta 
for people to come and learn on the 
job. Obvfously you will learn a lot 
from how another printshop solves 
the day to day problems. 

Five people could run an offset 

e aa press operators 
one making plates and operating 
the process c-era 
one doing paste up and design 

one typesetter 
one office worker, 
ese roles can be interchangeable 

with everyone learning each job. 

offset litho printing is a 
apeoialised job. It involves a 
particular skill and craft. A 
connminity printshop with offset 
printing can advise people. It can 
help them produce their own artwork 
and show people whats involved in 
the printing of their job. 
Essentially it is a full time 
OoCupatiOn that requires trained 
and experienced workers to do 
successfully. The printshop will be 
a service press and not a self-help 
one. 



3 problems 

Offset litho presses and ancillary 
equipment are quite complicated 
machinery. They need maintenance, 
skilled operators and the correct 
materials- chemicals, films, plates. 

The problems of getting all 
of these in India have defeated 
quite a few organiaatione. They 
receive the latest offset equipment 
from well meaning foreign charities. 
But they find that the offset presses 
are too expensive to run. Also they 
cannot find the staff to operate this 
equipment. And cannot have the 
machines maintained and repaired. 
They have either left the machine8 
unused or sold them. 

Things will change,and the materials, 
maintenance end operators will 
become more available. This, we hope, 
will enable a wider use of small 
offset presses, making print cheaper. 

4 equipment 

The equipment is mainly made in 
Europe, America'and Japan. It is 
therefore expensive and involves 
all the difficulties of importing. 

India is starting to product it's 
own offset presses. Locally-produced 
machines are easier to have serv.'csd 
and obtain spare parts. You must 
consider these two points when you 
buy complicated machinery like offset 
presses. 

Small offset litho presses printing 
A4 or A3 paper have had quite an 
impact in the West. They have reduced 
the cost of printing and made it 
more available. It is these presses 
that are used in community printshops. 
They arc bought second hand and are 
used for yeare. These printshops 
lack the capital to buy the latest 
equipment. They have learned how to 
keep old presses going, taking parts ' 
from older machines that do not work. 
This experience is more relevent to 
printers in the Third World than the 
techniques the western commercial 
printers use. 

Some of the older offset Fresses were 
made to last longer and are easier to 
repair than the newer presses. 

Offset litho presses are more 
expensive than letterpress presses* 
They are therefore less likely to- 
be available cheap and second hand. 
But once established an offset press 
is cheaper to run. 



Remember the process of offset 
print;ing does not involve setting 
up a composing room with type and 
tgrig compositors to set type by 

. 

matemaking equipment, could be 
avoided for mome jobs, Hf you use 
direct image plates. But it is 
useful to make your own plates 
either with a copier or a process 
camera. Photographic materials and 
plates are expensive and require 
skill to use well. A whirler and 
a printing down frame will also 
be necessary to coat the plate 
and expose it. 

Equipment to make artwork may be 
needed. Typesetting machinery is 
often very expensive. IBM 
compoaiers or the Varitypers are 
not 88 expensive as the latest 
photo setting machines. You can 
always get art-pulls from 
letterpress type. Or you can use 
a typewriter and hand drawn 
headl&es.(like this book). 

A guillotine for cutting paper to 
the right size for the press is 
useful as well. Many jobs need 
trimming after they have been 
printed. 

Equipment list 

Process camera 
darkroom equipment 
a whirler to coat plates 
or 
a photo copy type plate maker 

An offset litho prew 

Aguillotine 

materiale: 

films and chemicals for use 
with the process camera 

plate.6 and chemioals 

inks, thinner and eolvente 
fount Etolution 
cleaningrags 
Inlife to mix ink 

stock of paper and card 

mt covering 
blade6 for guillotine 
fount solution qllers 



What you will need: 

1 space 

Letterpress needs room for the press 
and for composing. Composing will 
take up more space and more work 
than the printing. The presses are 
often large and old. Some are 
operated by band or feet on a treadle 
though most use electrio motors. 

The composing room needs a lot of 
spa.ce because the type has to be 
stored there. The compositors who set 
the type by hand need space and ligh: 
to work in. Once the type is set it 
has to be put together into pages and 
proofed, this requires more work 
space. 

The composing and printing 
are separate processes. 
They csn be set up in different 
places, though this involvea 
takbg set type fmm one place 
to the other all the two One 
printer had his composing room 
in his front room and on his 
veranda , while the press wa8 
in a workshop in to-1 

of setting type by hand 
takes between 3 to 6 months-to 
acquire and to get quick at it. The 
process of hand setting and printing 
by letterpress is labour intensive. 
This is an advantage where there are 
a lot of unemployed people. 
Compositors are well paid when they 
are in a strong union. 

A smell press neeGs about 12 people: 
o two for operating the press 
e eight for composing 
e one for proof reading 
e one for doing the office work. 

Hand setting may take time but a 

f3 
ood compositor will be able to set 
0 characters per minute. Though 
120 are set by hand on newspapers. 



3 equipment 

old 16tte~SS s@pmPent iI;: n,uite 
uell distributed and thhrefore 
available second hand. If can V-Y 

from the old and basic to the 
small and modern, 

The presses are usually slow. Ms.tIY 
depend on feeding the paper by 
hand. The heavy job of the 
impression is usually done by a 
motor. 

Buying all the type from the 
foundry, the cases to store it in, 
the furniture and frames is 
erpenaive . 

You need to buy a lot of type to 
print longer works and to have the 
flexibility of design to print 
posters, leaflets and cards. Each 
will involve different styles and 
sizes of type. 

A hot metal type casting and setting 
machine avoids this. It moulds and 
sete the type in one go from the 
text that is typed into the machine. 
There are three basic machines: 
a The Linotype, that produces lines 

of type 
The Monotype, that produces 
individual letters 

* and Inter type. 

Th@se machines are comp1icate.d and 
eXW+nshe. They are quick snd so 
are used for newspapers and books. 

equipment list 

Trays of type of duferent siees and 
styles 

Rules and ornsments 
composing sticks, fUmibare,frameS 
and 1oOks ate 
metal topped table and storage raaks 
for type and frames et@. 

a proofigg press and roller 

a ?crtterpress press 

a guillotine to cut paper and trim 
printed sheets. 

materials 

ink, thinner and cleaner 
paper and 
C 



-ever sort of printshop you 
are running it will be important 
to work out the true costs of the 
day to day work. / 

These will have to include all 
kinds of hidden costs: 
the electricity 
light 
rent 
insurance 

etc 

It may be useful to add on lO$ on 
each bill to cover replacing 
or buying new equipment. 

The admistration such as ordering 
paper etc has to be paid for or _ 
done by someone even if it is 6. 
Do-it-yourself resource centre. 

Charges 

You will have to decide what your 
charges will be. Obviously it will 
depend on if you have to cover all 
the costs or if the printshop is 
subsidised or is trying to make a 
profit. 

You will have to decide what sort 
of work you are going to take on. 
Commerciti work could be charged 
at commercial rates and this could 
be used to subsidise the non 
commercial work. 

You could have a sliding scale 
of charges. So that groups with 
lots of money pay more than 
poorer groups. 
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advice 
-'two copies of everything that 
is printed in the printshop. This 
is a good way of keeping a record 
of the work that is being done. 

It may be useful to have the name 
and address of the printshop on 
everthing that is printed. You can 
make a rubber stamp with this on, 

Some printshops have instructions 
on the wells on how to operate the 
machinery. Instruotion leaflets on 
printing, making artwork stc are 
aleo useful. They will be good 
reminders as well as advertising 
your services. Iristructions on 
the walls on what to do if there 
is an accident are also useful. 

Some printshops do not do any 
commercial work. While others 
have decided not to print any 
racist or sexist material. It is 
useful to discuss this before a 
test case comes up, Being clear 
what is commercial,raciat or 
sexist may be difficult in the 
day to day working conditions. 

Sharing the jobs in a printshop 
can be a good idea. Some Co-op 
presses rotate the different jobs 
of the press. This enables everyone 
to learn each job and for everyone 
to work equally, 



Th; Graphic Gia Development Centre GMDC has been establishat by tha 
Netherlands Government Printing and Publishing Hous& Withtn the 
framework of bilateral and multilateral development co-operation this 
graphic communication firm has since the middle sixties been involved In 
assisting printers and publishers in de&ping countries In their bock 
and press development activltier 
It has rendered assistance In the establishment of a bwlt and press dffelop 
Pent centre in Indonesia lthe Pusat Grafika Indonesia at Jakarta) and In 
the development of a number Of univenity publishing houses. It has 
furthermore kqen involved in prcgrammes of graphic communication in 
Columbia and Kenya and ir communication PrOjeCtS in other COUntrieS ln 
Africa. Asia and the Caribbean area. In Africa GMDC now takes part in tfte 
IFCAT project in Ghana, supporting visual cammun’batian expertise and 
technology and In Mozambique GMDC is In charge of the devel~mant of a 
Graphic Training and Prufuction CentrL 

GMDC aims with Its activities at the development of graphic communicatbn 
media in non-industrialized nations and seeks far tHat purpose to develop 
Basic condftions for the establishment of graphic cammunicatlan inha- 
structures. In supporting graphic media development GMDC works In an 
fnlegra!ed approach. The development of graphic communication media in 
n&r-induslrtafired~nations asks for a careful tuning of technical. rdltorial 
and managerial components as parts of a single entity. In lhls connection 
GMDC emphashes the importance of operation models in which tha emplg 
aenl of production facilities is effectively organfzd 

The design and construction of a micro mobhe printing.unit as a means far 
gvephic media production in rural regions should be viewed nilhln tfte 
mtext of this infrastructural and integrated approach. 
-In developing tftis unit GMDC has worked together with the Press Develop 
ment Co-seratiorf Committee of the World Federation of NEwspaper 
PubUshers FIU in Its elfarts to find ways lo reach rural reader% Within 
tfw fnmez;ork of FIEF rural press development utfvitia 2 micro mobile 
printing units will be operated in non-lndustrlalized nalfons f. a In 
Indonesia and Kenya Six mare units will be used by the lndonsskn 
Ministry of Education and Culture for purposes of non-formal ducatton. 

GMDC offers its services on a non-profit basis to international sndnationat 
organizations far multilateral and bilateral assistance to governments and 
private institutions In developing cwnlries in Asia. Africa and tdtiif- 
America 
Based upon fwmer experiences those services are forated in the folk&g 
fiifds of practical action: 
1. 
the preparatfon. implementation and/or advisory guidance of projects whieh 
primarily aim at the dHelcpment of graphic media in non-tndustrlalized 
nations 
2 
participation in the preparation and/or execfdlan of development prop,& as 
far as a support of the primary pmjecfs objectives can be obfainaj b tfte 
employment of graphk mafia. 
3. 
the provision of advice and/or information concerning the set-up and tmple- 
mentation of graphic media development activities in non-industriallzed 
natlmr 
4 
the development and/or execution of training programmes in the field of 
graphic communication which are intended to be applied in develpplng 
countries as well as for training of people who from fhose countries are sent 
lo GMDC. 
5. 
the performance of research, among other things in the field of posslbfe 
development of graphic systems which contribute to a socializatfon of 
graphic prduction techniques, 
The micro mGbile printing unit is the result of such a piece of practke- 
oriented resoarcft, 

Although durlftg the fwst 10 yaan tffe Netherlands GcNernment Printing and 
Poblishinq House flas organized and implemented a considerable number of 
trainipg CWrses, fhosa courses were always project-bdUnd and tailored to 
specific needs in the projects concerned 
Dared Upon there training experiencres GMDC aims at the development in the 
fleareSt future Of a number of standardized courses in the fields of print 
maM4erftent and publishing management Two standard classes in Print 
Production and Graphic Design can be taken. 
Tfifnfng may be SuPPlied in graphic techniques, graphic design, publishing 
t%nnfque% Cost CaNufafiOn and production administration but those Skills 
wflf always be treated in their contribution to the overall print or publishing 
organization and management 

GRAPHIC 
RllliDlA --- 
DEVELOPMENT 



In several countries in Africa the 
need for a rural press is being 
acted on. Various levels of 
technology have been tried. 

Many projects have wed stencil 
duplicating. Hoet notably in 
Liberia duplicating is used to 
produce newsheets. !Fhese have 
been going for quite a few years. 

In Zambia the district community 
development offioers produce 
district newsheets using stvwil 
duplicating. 

In Zambia and in West Mrica a 
veraion of the flat bed 
duplicator has been developed 
and put into use, Called the 
Limograph,it is a simple small 
screen set up using duplicating 
ink and stencils. In Niger 
these are used successfully at 
Village level. 

For more information and plans 
of this design for a flat bed 
duplicator contact: 
!Phe Art Studio 
Africa Literature Centre 
PC Box 1319 
Kitwe, Zambia 
01 

Afrolit Society 
PC Box 72511 
Nairobi, Kenya. 



The Lipikar duplicator 
wae~ developed originally 
during the Emergency of 
1971 in Bangladesh by 
Dr Salahuddin. 

Lipikar Industries has 
been set up to make 
these duplicators. They 
can be made quite 
simply - they have only 
ten componants, are 
easy to maintain and 
they need minimal 
training to operate. 

In Bangladesh they cost 
El5430 compared to 
imported duplicatora 
which cost around 6X00. 

Lipikar Industries are beina 
helped to develop their - 
machine by 'ITIS' a part of 
the Intermediate Technology 
Development Group. 

Further Information from 
ITIS 
Myson House 
Railway Terrace 
Rugby CV21 3HT 

LOfpikar Industries 
31 D.O.H.S. Dacca Cantt. 
Dacca 
Bangladesh. 

Dr. Salahuddin with 
a wooden version of 
his invention. 

Metal-covered Redesigned Model 
of Lipikar Duplicator 



The Low Cost Wooden stencil 
duplicator is a cheap printing 
machine which can be made for use 
in schools, colleges and smail 
organisations. From one inking, 
with practice you can produce 
over 200 copies of good quality 
print. The quality of the print 
is nearly as good as that from 
much more expensive machines. 
The duplicator is made mostly 
from wood and you need only 
simple woodwork tools to build 
it. It is very easy to use and 
maintain. Broken or damaged 
parts are simple to replace 
because you can probably make 
them yourself. Because the 
machine is small and made from 
wood it is very easy and light to 
carry around. 

1 A ain& drum is covered with 
an ink abeorbent material which 
the stencil ie placed over. 

2 tie preesure roller is turned 
by a ~imph handlep this rOllS 
the paper over the stencil ad 
ink is squeeeed onto the Paper. 

3 The preseure roller and 
stencil drum are squeezed 
together by rubber band& These 
can be made by cutting bands 
from a bicycle tyre inner tube- 
Different thickneeses of paper 
may require extra bands to give 
greater pressure. 

The original idea for a low cost, 
alternative technology duplicator 
came from Dr Salahuddin, of 
Lipikar Industries in Bangladesh, 
who are now making their own 
versions with the help of the 
Intermediate Technology 
Development Group Ltd. The 
industrial services section of 
ITDG has also instigated further 
developments with the help,of 
David Elcock, Senior Lecturer in 
the Combined Engineering 
Department at Coventry Lanchester 
Polytechnic. These improvements 
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have been incorporated in this 
machine. 

4 The hinged covers which give 
protection for carrying and 
storage are eleo the serving 
and collecting trays for the 
paper. 

5 The deflector plate guides the 
paper to the front of the 
machine. 

When closed the unit stores 
the handles, clsmp, inking roller 
and duplicating ink inside the 
box. 

ITDG Printing Panel 

ITDG have a panel of experts who 
can advise on. all aspects of 
printing and they meet regularly 
to discuss enquiries from 
overseas. After seeing the 
initial low cost duplicator, they 
gave full support for further 
developments. 

The panel would be willing to 
answer any specific requests on 
printing techniques with this 
device. All you need to do is to 
write to ITIlG, 9 King St, 

London WC2E ~HN, UK. 



Mgsin;U presses 
'US8 

Letterpress. They 
do not have the 
capital or 
knowledge to keep 
up with the 
larger printers 
and buy the 
latest-machinery. 

To help these small printers a 
designer,Vikram Fanchal at the 
National Institute of Design in 
Ahmadsbed India has daaigned a 
naw sort of press. 

Ha has looked at the problams of 
tha small printers and al.1 the 
tachnical possibilities. From this 
work end using eimpla components 
and available techniques he has 
produced a prototype. 

It usas the basic cylinder prass 
design but with several clever 
developments, The operator powers 
the machine by pedal just like a 
bicycle. Though it can be powered 
by an electric motor or by hand. 

It could be a very useful machine. 
It needs however to ba taken up by 
a manufacturer or a 8ponsorI so 
that it can ba tasted in usa. It 
also needs to ba produced in 
quantity and at a pica that the 
small printer can afford. 

~ha machine works on a flatbad 
rinciple. 

P 
It can print paper up 

o 9x12 inches. It uses the 
conventional type and blocks of 
latterpress printing, Being a 
flat bed it can have the type just 

locked in place with magnets 
the normal frame. 

an ink duct for 
g ink flow, 
an ink distribution disc 
ink distributing rollers 
an impression cylinder 
t in grippers 
end a paper feeding 
ith a paper margin. 

The ink distributing rollers are 
adjustable for pressure. Paper 
feeding and removing is done by 
hand. 

This machine has sn adjustable seat 
end can be operated by hand with 
either foot or electric power. When 
it is to be manually operated, the 
superstructure can be removed and 
the machine can be used on a table 
top. The space below can be utilieed 
for storage. The machine is mda of 
mild etael and other standard parts. 
It occupies a space of 6x3 ft. 

For mora information contact 
Vikram mehal 
National Institute of Design 
Faldi,Ahmadabad.380007 
India 
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P J yo’& A fvl 
One of tha most useful contributions 
to this handbook wsa from,a trainin 
workahop run in Delhi in Saptambar Q 1. 
It was organised by CENDIT and the 
Vishwa Yuvak Kendra. 

Tha training workshop is a way of 
raising the possibilities of Do-It 
Yourself printing* It encourages the 
sharing of rwources and the 
davelopment of rasource ceatres. 

For 6 days paopla who had come from 
all over India, got together to print. 
We had 2 duplicators and a scanner 
lent to us by Gestetner. 

We also had 4 aureena hand made for 
the workshop. Moat of tha participante 
had never printed with this sort 
equipment before. And the 'scanner 

of 

end the colourad ink in the 
duplicators provad popular..!Iwo or 
three colours were used on Borne 
leaflets. 

The workshop finished with every 
one being presented with I 
certificate that had been designed 
slid printed in the workshop. I 

I 

! 1 
The workshop succaeeed in letting 
people expariment and use the 
equipment. Hopefully it also made 
them think about its potential for 
their work. 

Screen printing also worked weil. 
!Phe screens were stratchad and 
stancils made and posters printed 
there and then. 

Most participants produced one or 
more duplicated sheets. Nearly 
everyone made a poster using screen 
printing. We also talked about 
design and planning and letterpress 
printing. 

More information from 
CENDIT 

Dl Soami Nagar 
;;Vi;elhi 110 017 

. 



It is difficult to get posters 
ehowisg ~impie gsograxhfcal ad 
scientific ideas in RajasthanJndia 
'phe Audio-Vieual Aids MstrO Of the 
Rajaathsn Government education 
&qtartment has used screen printing 
to 801Ve thie poblem. 
They recently held a trallning Pepsi 
for teachera from schools through o 
Rajasdmn. They showed then how to 
screen print their own wall chart 
and waters. 
The Audio-Visual Aids Contre 
aesembled a *kit* of screenss me&, 
i.dm eolvemts and stencil material. 
So each echool that attended the 
workshop could set up their OIPP 
Prht unit. This could then be used 
to print ml1 chart6 aad anythbg 
She that the schools needed in the 
district. 
It is hoped that school etudenta wi 
help with the work. ~Thsy will then 
able to learn printing as well a8 
produce useful educational material 

Arrther Information from 
BAhad 
Audio Visual Aide Centre 
Opposite the BW Station 
Ajmer, Ra jaathan, 
India 3LTqq- ;+J J+ 



Nairobi, tienya 

CBRDIT 
Pl Soami Nagsr 
New Delhi li0 017 
India 

Develomnt Commaioatfoos Report 
m&-ma& on Dev~lollalmlt 

1414 22na diw 
W-Uqton -Dc. 20037 
USA 

Grsahio ledis DevelopPent Ceatre 
Hetherlanda Government Print- 
8pa Publishing House 
1 Chriatoffel Plantijnetraat 
The Hague, !Fhe lVetherl.auds 

UK 
TAlO &JN -- 

Skill0 
-8 Mach Bd 
am-=& Ifag-, Madrm,600 090 

Intermediate Technology Development 
Group. 9 King St London WC2. UK. 

!!i$z#sRurke 
Wingbow E!ress o Berkeley, USA 
from Book People , 2940 seveh st* 
Berkeley, California 94710, USA 

Graphic Commnicatiom 
By Richard J. Broekhuiasn 
&Knight Fublbahing Co 
m.oomingtoa, rUinois 61701,IBA 

Produation for th8 GraPhi 
De simer 
Jsmss Craig 
Watson-Gupti3.l Publicationa 
New York & 
P$uux&~b;&3hi"g 

London WC2. UK 

Van I'Ioatraad Reinhold Co 
&Ol&y mu-8 me, wOkiJ&h- 
Bcrksa UK 

printing BeproBuctim Pocket Fal 
edited by Seelie H May 
Advertising Agency Production 
Assooiation 
44 Belgrave Sq London SW. UK. 

Illustrate& Graphics Glossary 
d 

le 6 Jesakins 
3 Fitzroy sq 
London '1110 UK 

Erintr how fsu can do it yourself 
J itlyn 
In&Action BqW.nt 
15 wilkin St London Nw5. UK. 

Photoaaachanics and Drintinq 
J S I tT-iT7Ensen 

oka'& &i k:li;%,ng Co 
Oxford Bldg. R88 Conrmagbt Cirous 
Plen Delhi, India 

Bpropriate technolom for low 
cost printinq 
By Reginald Payne 
Caribbean Reprographics unit 
PO Box 792 St Johna Antigua. 



There are alargevariety of 
different papers, They differ 
in fhe, thidamse or weight 
md infinish-the surface 
g9ditJr. 
Paparmnaal3y oopp88 in pa&eta of 
5wpfO+z%% 

!Fhere are vmious standard 
of paper size. The standard 

systems 

internationsl metric sizes (the A 
si%ee) the Aa~ricen 8pd the British 
traditional pa&a?? siees. 

You save money if you dsaign 
your publication using a standard 
*per Bizs That i8,a siee that fife 
the prees and doesn't imvolve 
waefage when cut from a large 
eheet. 
The Standard Internatima3 Metric 
SiarED 
A0 "~1Esi1189mm 
Al 594mm x 841mm 
A2 42Omm x 594mm 
A3 297m x 42Omm 
A4 2lOnnp x 297nnn 
A5 148~~~ x 21Omm 
A6 105mm x 148mm 

Al and A2 sizes are also made 
slightly Larger 80 that they can 
be trimmed down to an A erize when 
printed. Thee are the SRA and 
the RA sizes: 
SIUl64Ommx9OOmm 
SEA245Oamx640mm 
Bal 6101umx 860mm 
Bd2 43m x 61Om 
The Amerloazl egetem: 

: The Americaa ~eterhae a diffaronf 
'basic wei@Wetandard sims for 
dtiferent sorts of paper, They -03 

Bead 17 x 22 inches The comma 
newsprint 24 x 36 
book 25 x 38 
dover 20 x 26 
d?aplicator 17 x 22 
ledger 17 x 22 
effaet 25 x 30 

cut aimm are: 

3 
x 11 
x 14 

11 x 14 
95x1 3 
10 x 13 



The traditional British paper 
sites (in fncbee) 

Crown 15 x 20 inches 
double cro= 20 x 30 
quad cram 30x 40 
dal;$; ; 

3 x 20 
double dw 22+ x 35 
quad demy 35 x 45 

foolscap 13* x 17 
e foolscap 13 x 163 
double foolsaap 17 x 27 
quad foolscap 27 x 34 

imperisl 22 x 30 

medium 18 x 23 
double medium 23 x 36 

post 15+ x 19 
large post 16+ x 21 
double large post 21 x 33 

royal 20 x 25 
double roysl 25 x 40 

When tha. sheet is folded in half 
the page site produced is ealled 
'folio*. Whm it is folded again 
the pages are quart0 end 80 on, 

Stenoil duplicator8 take Up-to 
foolscap size aper - 8&13ins 
and quart0 10x B ins. 

Wiggens Teape, a large paper 
manufacturer with offices througb- 
out the world make paper in 'A@ 
sizes and in Large Post 16*x21 ins 
and Double Cap 43x68,5cm. They 
also cut sizes in-Quart0 10x8 ins 
and foolscap 8+xljins. 

Ask the printers 'the size of paper 
that their press takes and work on 
that. 
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Paper weight is the measurement for 
how thick the paper is. 

In metric units it is measured in 
Grammes per square aetre - WgsmV. 
The most usual weights are 7Ogsm 
or 05gsm. 

-per is also measured in pounds 
or kilos per ream - which may be 
important if the paper price is 
given per kilo at the paper 
merchants. 

American paper weights 
The weight of a ream of the'base 
size is-used as a standard measure 
of weight. This varies with the 
sort of paper, See the American 
paper sizes. 



The 4 sections of this book should 
be accompanied by a 5th section that 
m wi3l have to compile. You could 
evea priat it yourself. It shoed be 
a local directa- which includes all 
the addresses and information about2 

a small scale publishers 

* aper merchants 

e uppliers of ink and other 
materials 

* seful printers: offset 
letterpress 

0 photo copiers that can be used 

0 duplicators that can be used 

* esource centres and community 
presses 

0 other useful resources 

ahelpful experts and organisationa 

wchanics and engineers who can 
repair and maintain your equipment 

w ype foundries 

l block makers, plate makers and 
specialist photo studios 

martshops or suppliers of pens, 
paints, paper card etc. 

Ssnd out a questioaaire and compile 
this direotory. You muldprtif or 
duplicate it aad mad it to other 
iwmsted oqaais(Lti~~. YOU May 
even be able to mt advertisers to 
pay for it. 

/ 
i 

f 

In Britain various directories of the 
community presses have been produced. 
One at a national meeting was made by 
each press bringing a sheet about 
themselves. These were then collated 
by the participants and formed a 
directory instantly, 



This handbook was written 
designed, and layed out by 
Jonathan Zeitlyn. 

Sam McCarter helped aimplyfy 
the text. And Alan Stanton 
proof read the finished typing. 

Bromides were made at Redesign. 
Typesetting was done at Dread 
and Roses. 

"rTIs',part of the Intermediate 
Technology Development Group gave a 
grant to pay for the negatives. 

Printing negatives wsre made at 
the Islington Community Dress. 

Have you experiences or 
information that should be 

2a St Paula Rd London Nl. UK. included ? 
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This is a pilot edition. 

We hope to publish a revised 
extended and improved edition. 
Your help is therefore needed. 

We are interested to have your 
comments, questions, ideas of 
improvements to make the next 
edition better. 

Did you find any of the text or 
illustrations confusing ? 

Are there areas not covered or 
not fully explained ? 

Which part of the book did you 
find most interesting or useful? 

We are also interested in you. 

How did you find out about the book? 
Can you help distribute it to 
other groups who would find it 
interesting ? 

What is your work? 

What sort of printing do you have 
access to? 

Send your comments to: 

Jonathan Zeitlyn 
51 Chetwynd Road 
London NW5 
UK. 
or 

CENDIT 
Dl Soami Nagar 
New Delhi 110 017 
India 




